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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate

temporal environments in day caTe and the process of

cul_tural learning. Emphasis was on the chifdren's

experiences with the temporal environment, the factors

inftuencing this environment and the hidden curriculum

sr,rrrounding it.

For many young chil-dren a day care centre is their

first encounter with numerous other children and adults

in a setting outside of their family home ' Past research

has focused mainly on the developmental consequences of

rlay care without describing the particulars of the day

care environment. Using the assumption that the stn-rcture

of an environment is an inportant element in influencing

behaviour and in the transmission of culture to young

children, a field method of research - ethnography

was used in this investigation.

A comparison of four day caTe settings differing

in numbers of chil-dren, population served and program

format was undertaken. Along with hand written transcripts

of the temporal environment in the four settings, a tape

recorded. interview was conducted with each of the four

head teachers. Also a Likert scale of child rearing

befiefs was handed out and completed by each of the

respondents.



The resulting data was combined to form a descrlp-

tive account of the temporal environment in each of the

day care settings. The method of compare and contrast

was then used to analyze the data and the process of

cultural learning.

In general it was found that the four teachers

subscribed to similar child rearing beliefs on the

Likert scale. But the temporal environment observed in

the four settings did not always reflect these beliefs'

External factors such as the teach'er/ child ratio, amount

of space and populatj-on Served also influenced the tem-

poral environment. Other beliefs of the teachers were

also found to influence the settings. The belief in

the maintenance of control and order in a setting was

one of these.

In examining the process of cultural learning, a

hidden curriculum was found to exist. In two of the

centres observed, the chifdren were being enculturated

for participation in the school and bureaucratic work

world. In the other two centres, where the children

had more control over their temporal environments ' they

were being encufturated to a fess time disciplined world

of the family and social groupings.

other cultural norms were revea]ed through the

observations of the temporal environment. The authority

of the teacher, k€eping busy and task orientation were

three of these.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Duringthepasttwod.ecad.es,duetotheincreasing

rates of singl-e parenthood and maternal- emplo¡rment, the

care of young chil-dren outside of the home has become

prevalent (child care Data and Material-s, I97B). Day

care has become an alternative for the rearing of chil-dren

ín our society. Due to the multitude of factors capable

ofinfluencinganenvironment,children'sexperiences

in day care will vary. Increased attention to children'

to their caretakers and to the environment is essentiaf

in understanding what actually occurs in a day care

setting. As Cochran (f977) stated:

The research that has examined group thild -

rãàring fãtt""rr" has been seriousty limited. 
_

byits-tendencytoemphasizethe.developmental
consequences of those patterns without syste-
maticalty aescribing tñe environmental circum-
stances with which they took place ' (p ' 702)

This was evident in the early research on group

care for young children. In the l94O's the research

contributed to the betief that group care was detrimental

tothedevetopmentofyoungchitdrenbecauseofthe

separation of mother and child. More recently, however'

this theory of maternal deprivation has been chaÌlenged '

It is now believed that it was the actual- environment

of the institution rather than the absence of mother
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thatcontributedtothedelayindevelopment.As
Breitbart Q9?t+) so aptly stated: "It was the lack of

mothering and not the lack of mother that caused the

negative effects" (P. 13).

studies in the last decade have also refuted the

negative outcomes of group day care for young children'

BeIsky and Steinberg (1978), in their comprehensive review

of the literature, emphasrzed that most of the research

focused on developmental consequences (e.s. attachment,

anxiety, cognition, social behaviour) without reference

to particular aspects of the environment. A small benefit

i_n cognitive devetopnent for "disadvantaged" children

in day care over their family reared counterparts was

found. other than this finding, they concluded that

these investigations had not revealed significant

differences between day care and family reared children'

It is important to note that most of these studies

were carried out in "top quality" university supported

programs, representing only a small portion of the day

care population. Bronfenbrenner Q979) adds that much

of this research is also limited by its exclusive reliance

on standard.ized tests, artificial settings and activities

typically employed to assess child d'evelopment' Thusly'

these results may not be analagous to all day care

programs. As Rutter (1981) emphasizes: "Day caTe, like

home ca]. e, cannot be regarded as a homogeneous set of

experiences; both vary greatly in style and quality of
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child rearing" (p. 14). However, this research seemed

to fulfill its function of easing people's fears of

profound developmental problems associated with group

day care exPeriences.

Daycarehasemergedasaninstitutioninour

society (Prescott & Jones, Lg?z) and it is important

to examine what happens to chil-dren in day care ' âS

opposed to what happens as a consequence of the

experience.

Although much is being written ?þ-o"t what
presehõol habitats ougtrt -to be. like, with
great variety represented in the different
recommendatións (ranging from pattern drilt
to complete free plat), relatiYely little
effort is being mãde- to describe what actually
iat<es place in a presehool- environment. (Honig'
Caldwelt, Tannenbäum, I9?0, P' 1046)

This investigation attempts to describe these settings'

Childrend.onotlearnbychance;theydevelop

according to the practices of the worl-ds in which they

live (Fowler, 19BO). Bronfenbrenner Q9?9) defines this

develoPment as

The progressive mutual accomodation between an
actiïe [rowing human being and the changing
propu"tie= of the immediate settings in which
thedevelopingpersonlives,âsthisprocess
is affecteã b! relations between these settings
and by the larger contexts in which these
J"itiäg= are eñbedded. (P. 2L)

In ord.er to compare day care settings as they influence

children's experiences ' it is important to understand

the influence of these larger contexts, of which

eulture is one.

Anthropologists have been defining the concept of
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culture and studying its impact on man since Tylor's

classic definition in 18f4. He proposed it as "that

complex whole which j-ncludes knowledge, belief ' art,

morals, law, customs and other capabilities acquired

by man as a member of society" (Tylor, L958, p. 1).

Nisbet Gg?Z) further defined it to include

A nucl-ear weapon, a high-rise office building'
a pattern of lamily life, refigion, friendship,-
morality, language, Iife style generally as y"11
as each of thé piescribed ways we interact with
others. (p.41)

culture is l_earned according to anthropologists

and sociologists and the influence it has upon an

individual is aptJ-y described by Benedict (tç14)'

From the moment of his birth the customs into
which he is born shape his experience and
behavior, By the time he can tafk, he is a
litt1e creature of hís culture, and by the
time he is grown and able to take part in its
activities,-its habits are his habits, its
beliefs his beliefs, its impossibilities his
impossibil-ities. (P. 2)

Kimball Q97t+) contended that the communities of

to each new generation

al-so establishes the

mankind transmit their culture

to ensure its continuitY. It

conditions necessary for further cultural- growth

(Kimball , I97t+) .

Within North American culture, the school has

an impact upon the molding of the young. Many investi-

gators (e.S. Jackson, 1968; Johnson, tg\z; Kohl, 1969¡

silberman, 19?o) have examined schools as they transmit

cultural norms and values to students. Along with the
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overt curriculum of l-essons and textbooks, these authors

investigated the more subtle messages children recerved

in the classroom. They referred to this as the hidden

curriculum or hidden dimension of schoof life'

Children are taught a host of l-essons about
values, ethics, morality, character and conduct
every day of the week, less by the content of
the curriculum than by the way schools are
organized, the way teachers and parents behave'
the way they talk to children and each other'
the tiñds ol behavior they approve or reward
and the kinds they disapprove or punish.
(Sllberman, I9?o, P. 36)

LeCompte Qg?B) added that even though teachers may not

be aware of the powerful effect of their management

strategies and organizational patterns, "they are no

l-ess important to a child's learning experiences than

explicitly cogni-tive objectives" (p. 23).

similar to any other system of education, day care

in our society functions as a vehicle for the transmission

of culture. The process of cultural learning in a day

care setting may be occurring overtly and covertly,

through the hidden curciculum.

One institutional characteristic reflecting a

cultural- value is the setting's orientation to time.

Beliefs and attitudes will- manifest themselves in

the temporal environment of the day care setting.

These in turn will be transmitted to the chil-dren i-n

care.
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STATEMENT OF T}D PROBLEM

Theintentionofthisstudyistoinvestigate
thetemporalenvironmentsinfourdaycaresettings
and the process of cultural learning. within this

framework, attention will be given to 1) comparing

children's experiences with the temporal environment,

2) investigating the components of a setting influencing

the temporal environment and 3) discussing the hidden

curriculum surrounding the temporal environments in

four day care settings.

[his investigation takes the form of an ethnograPhy'

basedontheassumptionthat''people'Sbehavioris
consciously and unconsciously shaped by the setting in

which it occurs' (Wilson, I9?? , p' 251+) ' It explores '

in four day care settings, the observed interactrons

between the children and the temporal environment.

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH

Many educational researchers have turned to the

methodofethnographytostudytheprocessesofday-
to-day life in classrooms and" schools. Tindall Q975)

gives an accurate account of this method of research:

Ethnographyrequiresthatcarefulandcomplete
written ãeäcriftions be made over time in such
awaythattheobserverisab]etoidentifythe
pattérns of relationships yli"it characterize the
Lehavior of people in specific situations '
Carefully prepared written records lead the
ethnograbfrðr to an understanding of behavior
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which is minimally skewed by his own per-
ception of what is or ought to be' Such
understanding should be tfre basis for decision
making . but can only functi-on. in that
capaclty ir the ethnographer descriptively
acõounts for al-l of tñe dimensions of a situation:
actors, behavlors' context and' setting' (p' f7)

Jackson (rg68) used this method to examine the

processes of classroom life as they infl-uenced both the

teachers and students. He emphasized that a frown or

a yawn contributes perti-nent information to the study

of classroom l-ife. The ethnographer attempts to

become aware of all- of these transitory events aS they

influence the participants in a setting.

Kohl (Ig6ç) and Rosenfeld Q976) have both used the

method of ethnography to write about ghetto school-s and

the tacit lessons many children must l-earn to survive

in the cl-assroom. Lightfoot and. carew (1979), through

ethnograPhy, provided a detailed analysis of four

teachers, their methods of interaction and the d¡mamic

life in their grade one classrooms.

Accurate field notes, non-strrrctured interviews with

students, teachers and principals; listening to conver-

sations in hallwâVs, lounges and playgrounds enabled these

researchers to collect d.ata, anal-yze it and test their

assumptions. Their investigations provided new perspec-

tives on the educational systems operating in the

settings they observed.
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Developmental and social psychologlsts 
'incluOing Damon (lg?I), Denzin \tgZZ ) and

Cairns t|çZg) have argued that rn- order to
clarify.ourknowledgeofhowachildbecomes
a membêr of a sociat system such as a cfass-
room, we will- have to move beyond the past
research emphasis of looking only at person-
â1ity charaõteristics of primary socializers
oratpredetermj-ned'socialrulesaSdetermi-
nants of-sóciaf action. (Wallat & Green, 1980,
p. 284)

Bremme and Erickson (Lg??) and Shult z and Florio (1979) ,

in an attempt to accomptish this, used the method of

ethnography to study aspects of the socialization

process in a kindergarten/grade one classroom. Along

with field notes, these researchers videotaped actual

experiences within the classroom. Both studies concl-uded

that the teachers, in a given context, signal behaviours

both verbally and non-verbally and the children needed

to learn these to become socially competent. They had

to learn the tacit rule that when the teacher said

"stephanie is speaking now", she meant "You may not

speak. "

Investigations of day care centres have yet to

examine the process of cultural learning. A few studies

to date have employed the method of naturalistic obser-

vation to investigate day care as a behaviour setting'

prescott and Jones lg?2) sampled fifty cenjres to

investigate a multitude of components. They concluded

that there were differences in day care environments

and these reflected the experiences offered to children'
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These differences were found to be related to staff

characteristics (e . g. attitudes , educatr-on) , structural

variables (e.g. number of children, amount of space)

and. program format (e.g. child initiated' teacher

initiated). Berk (l-976) compared five preschools

and focused. on the extent that teachers' ideal goals of

a progra¡n matched. the actual- experrences of the chil-dren.

She found. discrepancies in al-l of the programs that she

observed, other investigations (e.9. Rohe & Nuffer'

I9?7; Sheehan & Day, Ig?L+t A9?5; Smith, 1974) have

eoncentrated on the physical environment and its effects

on children's behaviour and experiences.

one researcher, in an investigation of Nursery to

Grade Six Cl-assrooms did examine the physícal environ-

ment in terms of cultural learning. Johnson (1982)

described the arrangement of cl-assroom furniture in a

public school as it functioned to transmit soci-ocultural

norms for participation in the wider bureaucratic society'

The set-up of long rectangular tabl-es with large open

areas in the nursery classroom "condition for group and

cooperative patterns of social relations" (Johnson, 1982,

p. 4O). As the grade level got higher, the desk area

increased until there was one desk per Student and no

open areas. This arrangement discouraged the earlier

pattern of mobility and col-lective efforts while

reinforcing competition and autonomous action, This,
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Johnson concluded, was enculturating children to the

norms of the bureaucratic work worl-d'

It can be assumed from the research cited in this

chapter that the stmcture of the environment infl-uences

children,s behaviour and experiences. According to Lewin

(Lgs:-) this influence remains with the child and provides

a basis for reacting to later situations. He sees develop-

ment aS a functr-on of the interaction between the child

and the environment. Given this assumption' then, the

importanceofinvestigatingchildren'sday-to_day
environments is emPhasized.

vander ven and Mattingly (1981) suggested that

research in day care needs to take a turn when they wrote:

Child care can join other human service
disciplines in ieali zing that it does not
need to emulate the experimental models of
the "hard" sciences. It can util-ize meth-
dologieswhichareeongruentwiththeproblems.
undel investigation : For the generation of
proauctive reãearch model-s in chil_d care, qual--ituti.r" and fiel-d method,s may be particularly
appropriate. (P. 286)

Given the problem of observing cul-tural- learning

the temporal environment, it was decided to move

the natural- setting of the d.ay care environment,

employing a field method of investigation - ethnography,

through

into
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T}tE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION

Through ;.'¡,s/her earl-iest contacts with society, a

child is acquiring an irnage of time (Cottle & Klinebêrg,

ry?I+). The molding of biological tensions, especially

hunger, thi-rst and fatigue, by the social constraints

of "proper" times is commonly one of the earl-iest

phases of socializing the young (Moore , 1963)' This

temporal information varies widely among human cultures

and is transmitted and reinforced by every society or

group.

The modes of time-reckoning in many "primitive"

societies are embedded in the concrete activity and

social life of the group. For the uganda tribesman, six

o,clock is "milking time" and three o'c1ock is "watering

time" (werner, 1g4B). The Nuer, writes Evans-Pritchard

Have no expression equivalent to "time" in our
language, and. they cannot, therefore' as we can
sp"ãt õf 'time as ihough it were s_omething actual,
*ñi"¡, paSSeS, can be wasted, can be Saved, and so
forth. I do not think that they ever experience
the same feeling of fighting against time or of
having to co-orãinate áctivities with an abstract
passage of time because their points of reference
ãr" mãinly tfte activities themselves, which ar?
generally"of a leisurely character. Events follow
"" logicai order, but they.are not control-Ied by an
abstiact system, tftere têing no autonomous points
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of reference to which activities have to
conforrn with precision. (Evans-Pritchard in
Thompson, 196?, P. 96)

ours is a l-ineal culture, emphasizing the internal

divisions of whole units, notions of sequence and the

idea of progress through time (Lee, 1976). We segment

and schedule time, orienting ourselves toward a forseeabl-e

future. Thompson, in his work "Time, Work-Discipline and

Industrial Capitalism" traced the attention to time back

to the seventeenth century when farmers began to hire

labourers to work on their fields. He wrote:

The employer must use the time of his labour
to see it- isn't wasted; not the task but the
value of time when reduced to money is dorninant.
Time is now currency: it is not passed but spent.
(1967 , p. 6r)

We, in North American society, are taught to take

time very seriously as the constant demands for efficient

work, punctuality and regularity cal-l- for an acute sense

of mechanical timing. More strongly than most cultures

of the world, we place an emphasis on the future, in the

anticipation that it will- be "bigger and better"

(Kluckhohn & strodbeck, l-96I). We aTe seldom content

with the present and this seems to lend to the general

atmosphere of haste in our society. Etkind (1ç81) sees

ours aS a hurried and hurrying society when he writes:

We have the supermarket to speed up shopping
and fast food restaurants to speed up eating'
we build super highways to speed up transportation
and housefrold gadgets to speed up housework. And
the current relolution in information processing
will- dramatieally speed up the work done in offices.
we even hurry our recreation with automated pin-
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setters, golf carts and ball tossers.
designers work hard to increase speed
l-eisure craft, whether driven by motor
sail. We are a time-oriented and tine
society and we impart these values to
(Elkind, 1p81, P. 183)

And
for
or

regulated
our children.

TIME AND EARLY CHILDHOOD

It is important to examine young chil-dren's

understanding of time before going on with a discussion

of the process of cul,tural learning in day care. Before

the age of five, time and space are confounded in the

mind of the child (Piaget, 1968). Simil-ar to "primitive"

cultures, time is not a uniform and homogeneous flow, but

tied to particular objects, locations or events (Jahoda'

fg62) , The young chifd's time is qualitative and not

quantitative.
Piaget (1968), writes about the "lived" time of the

child. The four to seven year old judges duration by

results and not inner feelings. In experiments with this

age group, Piaget instructed them to draw lines on paper.

Even though they all began and ended the task at the same

time, they all said that the papers with more l-ines took

longer. The young child has not l-earned that time, in

our cul-ture, passes in constant and measurable units.

Harner describes this progression.

First they experience order on a sensorimotor
level; thë:n 1ánguage appears and children acquire
words to indicate sequence, simultaneity and
duration, finally they are able to constmct a
complex system oi temþoral relations that indicate
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a masterv of Western society's linear model
of time. 

- (Harner, 1981, P. 52)

The young chil-d's tirne is qualitative and subjective, with

development taking hin/her from a personal to a more

universal concept of time. 0n the average it takes a

child twelve years to master our society's time concepts'

Even then, they stil-] may not have fu]ly internal-ized

either the detail-s or the emotional overtones of our

formal time system (Hall, 1959),

TIME AND T}TE FAMILY

Women, or men' who are at home rearing their

children, al"e not wholly attuned to the measurement of

the clock (Thompson, 196?), But when one of the adults

is employed, some of the activities in the home may be

goverreed by the routine of the employing agency' The

times for getting up in the morning, for the eating of

meal_s and for going to sleep at night may all be influ-

enced by the work world (Hawley, L95O) . Other than these

time constraints, sched.ules in the home are usually flex-

ible. The child at home is unaffected by rigid ti-me

schedules, punctuality and a hurried pace to get things

done. The temporal orientation in the home "has not

altogether moved out of the conventions of 'pre-industrial'
society" (Thompson, 196?) as the child and parent's time

is qualitative and oriented around tasks, rather than

time.
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Gurvitch (Lç64) described the d.ifferent temporal

orientations of monetary and. nonmonetary groupings.

Monetary groupings, sueh as offices and factories, ate

conscious of the time they produce. The punch cJ-ock,

delivery dates, appointrnent times, over-time and break

times a3e all attempts to manage time in our modern day

work world. The family, however, a nonmonetary grouping'

is not as aware of the time it produces and "does not

make any effort to master it" (Gurvitch, 196I+, p' Bl)'

The rhythms of the individual's natural time cycles aTe

more apparent in the family environment than in the

work world.

schoots, although they are considered nonmonetary

groupings, a:re "dominated by the times of the global

society to which they belong" (Gurvitch, l.964, p. 81).

Because of this influence from the formal- time system

of the work world, schools a're differentíated from

the less time disciplined family grouping'

TIME AND T}M SCHOOL

Temporal patterns in school-s are imparting the

cultural values of our society's formal time system.

Rist (1973) described schools as "collective organ:-za-

tional experiences requiring the child to subordinate

his/ner desires to those of the institution" (p' 92)'

He saw the division of time into activity segments
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adjust their interests to the

hands of the clock. Rosenfetd (L976) added that, knowing

that deep involvement in any activity may be cut short

byabell,childrenmayactuallybelearningnottolearn.
In describing fife in the classroom, Jackson (1968)

referred to the teacher as the official- timekeeper when

he wrote:

He(theteacher)d'eterminesthepropermomentfor
switching from discussion to workbooks, oT from
spãrring"to arithmetic. He decides whether a

student has spent too long in the washroom, oI
whether those who take thé bus may be dismissed.
In many schools he is assisted' in this io! by
el-aborate systems of bells and' buzzeTs' But even
when the scíroof day is mechani-eal1y punctuated by
clangs and. hums, tñe teacher is not entirely re-
lieved.ofhisresponsibilityforwatchingthe
clock. The impliõations of the teacher cl-ock-
watching behavtior for determining _what life in
sòhool i=-iit" are ind.eed profouñd. This behavior
remind.sUsraboveall,thatschoolisaplacewhere
things often happen not because students want them
to, õut because-it is time for them to occur.
(Jáckson, Lg6B, PP. l-2-I3)

Ithasbeenargued(Dreeben,1968;LeCornpte'1978)

that one function of school in the socialj-zation process

is the preparation of the child for the work world. This

is accompli-shed through stressing authority, achievement,

order and time. "In modern society the pace, periodicity

and regularity of the workday must be learned; time is

divided into d.iscrete segments for which there aTe

appropriate and inappropriate activities" (Lecompte, l9?8,

p. 35), Can the day care, which for many children is a

first encounter with institutional arrangements also be

viewed in this waY?
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TIME AND THE DAY CARE CENTRE

In investigating day care programs, Davidson (1980)

described the time that was spent in "needless" waiting'

Children may be waiting for everyone to finish
lunch beforà they ca.¡ leave the table. Children
nay be waiting for a turn on the swing because
there a:re only two swings for 70 children, and
both a:re beinþ used,. Or they may be waiting for
a story to be continued because the teacher has
stopped reading to quiet a noisy child. Each
insiãnce may iñvolvð only a short waiting time'
However, all too often these small incidents
are so numerous they add up to a substantial
amount of wasted time per day. (Davidson' 1980'
p, D)
other studies, in day care centres and elementary

schools, have examined the temporal environment in terms

of scheduling procedures and transition times. Schedules

are designed as a framework for a group'S operations.

They "tell children how fast they have to move, how often

they have to respond to other people's decisions and how

much time there is to get j-nvolved in anything" (Robison'

I9??, p. 3gO). Krantz and, Risley (1972), in their study

of kindergarten sched.ules, found that the sequencing of

certain activities was important in producing appropriate

behaviours. Attentiveness to the teacher and materials

decreased when the chil-d.ren went from an active large

muscle activity to a quiet period prohibiting any

movement. They found that the temporal relationship

between various settings ínfluenced children's behaviours.

Phyfe-Perkins (1980) compared. children's behaviour

in two architectural simil-ar "open" day care centres that
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varied on several dimensions, one being the scheduling

procedures. she found higher levels of on-task' con-

structive play and total verba]izations in centres with

a flexible schedul-e. Waiting, unoccupied and antisociaÌ

behaviour were found in centres with a more rigld time

schedule. The temporal environments of a setting were

in fact inftuencing chil-dren's experiences'

Transition times, the period of time between acti-

vities have been j-nvestigated as part of the temporal

environment. Berk (19?6) found in her investigation of

five day care settings that transition times consumed

from 20-35% of the total program format. She concl-uded

that these times needed to be looked at as a part of the

centre's program. Lelaurin and Risley (1972), in their

investigation, found that chil-dren in classrooms where

everyone moved as a group spent more time in transition

than when children moved around individually. Huston-

Stein, Fried-rich-Cofer and Susman (1977) in their study

found children in highly structured settings spending

more time waiting between activities than those in centres

with low structure. Studies on group management (Kounin,

I9?O) have revealed that l-ack of appropriate transition

techniques leads to disruptive behaviour in the classroom.

F?om these investigations of scheduting procedures and

transition times, it appears that the program format

influences the temporal environment. This, in tu¡n,
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influences the behaviours of children. fhe question

can be asked: What cultural val-ues are being imparted

to the chj_ld,ren through the tenporal environment?

Dreeben (Lg73) argued that the arrangement of

experiences provided children in schools functions to

transmit norrns and values relevant to socialization for

participation in the wider bureaucratic society. It is

here that temporal orderi-ng is of the essence. In

particular, s¡mchronization, sequence, and rate of

action become the fundamental time concerns of our

bureaucratic and administrative organizations (Moore,

reû).
s¡mchronization refers to actions beginning and

ending at the salne time. In a day care setting, children,

as they eat, nap and often toilet together, are learning

to be synchronizeð.. They have to give up their indivi-

dual senses of time to that of the group. In order to

be s¡mchronized, our society emphasizes punctuality - we

have penalties for being late and for not keeping appoint-

ments.

Sequence means that activities require that actions

follow one another in a prescribed order. Children are

provided with a prj-oríty schedul-e which is often "work

before pfay. " In our socj-ety leisure does not usually

begin until after the workday has ended.

The frequency of events during a time period is

important and this refers to the rate of action. There
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is a desperate quest for speed in modern societies and

this also may be reflected in the day caTe environment.

The tempo and emphasis on the future may result in a

pervasi-ve feeling that time is "running out" and there

is a tendency for the chil-d's experiences to be pushed

forward in advance of physiological development (Seeley'

sim & Loosely, Lg56). These feelings of urgency in our

society are succintly summed up by Moore (1963) when he

states:

A sense of current urgency, probably more acute
and affecting more peõp1e than ever before in
man's history' prompts a new regard for clocks'
both real and figurative. For the measurement
of time is at onóe a symbol of man's attempt to
order and control- time and a syrnbol of time's
fateful, final mastery over the human enter-
prise. (Moore , 1963, P, f])

SOCIETY AND CULTURAL VARIATIONS

In a society different orientations may exist

which represent variants to the dominant value orien-

tation. It is this interrelationship of the variations

which form the structure of the society (Kluckhohn &

strodbeck, :-96I). This can be better understood by

the foll-owing passage from Stenhouse's analysis. He

writes:

The more advanced and elaborate a society becomes,
the more fragmented becomes its cufture
There may be specialized cuftures, like those
shared by fishermen, art-lovers, iazz-fans or
gardnersi or there may be more general cultures
fitu those identified by such labels as "middle
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class" or "working class", "beatnik" or
"bohemian". The lower-middl-e-cl-ass culture
and the beatnik culture for examPle, are
opposed ín their standards at al-most all-
points. The existence of such a multiplicity
õ¡ cultures aflows the individual a ra:nge of
choices so that he is abl-e to sel-ect the groups
with which he wiIl identify himself culturally

. The individual who reacts against a:ny
given cultural climate seldom finds himself
completely isolated, and he is able to
sustain his revolution by identifying himself
with a like minded group. (Stenhouse, 1967,
pp. n-2\')
In North American society these variations in cul-

tural standards can be extended to the goals and methods

of child reari-ng. Here, there does not seem to be a

superordinate goal in chil-d reari-ng as there may be in

other cultures such as the Kibbutz oT Soviet Union

(Bronfenbrenner , Ig?o) . Gesell (ry41) was one of the

first to distinguish between the major philosophj-es

dealing with the principles and practices of child care.

one is the authoritarian approach. It assumes that

the adult culture knows what the new generation needs

to know and proceeds to impose its input. The faissez-

faire philosophy takes a eontrasting position. Freedom

of action for the child is encouraged with very little

adult direction. The d,evelopmental- approach, the third

philosophy, takes the chil-d's individual- needs as its

point of departure. In this approach, adult guídance

is required to aid the child's development.

Day care centres also reflect these child reari-ng

patterns and phiJ_osophies; some being oriented to one

philosophy while others are eclectic (Prescott & Jones,
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Ig?2), Prescott (I9?3) used the terms "open" and

"closed" in descríbing day care envíronments' The

activities in an ',open" program being mainly child

initiated, while in the "closed" format they are

primarily teacher initiated. The structuring of a

day carers temporal environment, also, may be infl-uenced

by the variant child rearing philosophies '

Many writers (e.g. Cass, I9?5; Leacock, 1969¡

Stenhouse, 196?; Tindall-, I975) stress the rmportance

of the teacher as he/she infl-uences the transmission

of sociocultural norrns in the classroom. As Stenhouse

(L96? ) saw it, the teacher seeks to influence the class

by the "light of his own standards." Unlike a class-

room, a day care centre may be operated by muJ-tiple

caregivers and. the influence of one teacher may not be

as apparent. In order to examine these influences, a

brief summary on the types of day care settings fol-lows.

DAY CARE PROGRAMS

Family day care, non-profit centre care and corporate

profit making centres are three distinct types of day

care settings that have emerged. Family day care, which

may be private or government affiliated, invol-ves up to

five children in a farnily home setting. The environment

wilI, to some extent, be controlled by the bel-iefs and

attitudes of the sole day ca:re provider. Non-profit,
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government affiliated centres, which are often located

in churches, community halls or renovated houses , aTe

comprised of multiple caregivers. A director' numerous

child care workers and a parent board may all- work

together to develop the child rearing environment for

the centre. The third type, corporate profit making

day care, often have a centralized administrative office

which controls the program framework. The local admin-

istrators and day care workers merely implement precon-

ceived programs or operate within established guidelines

(Ross, Ig?B). Even though these three distinct types

of day care services are subject to the same licensing

requi-rements by the city, there may be great latitude

in chifd rearing methods.

SUMMARY

Every day care setting provides different experiences

to chil-dren and this may be due to particular aspects of

the environment and/or the diverse child rearing beliefs

of the teachers. In reviewing the literature, it can

be assumed that each setting is transmitting bel-iefs and

attitudes of the culture to the children in care. The

orientation to time is a cuftural vafue being transmitted

through the temporal environment of a setting. There are

variant orientations to time in a society and this review

has examíned some of these.
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The purpose of this study, then, is to examine the

temporal environments of four day care settings and the

process of cultural learning. Because human behaviour

is so complexly influenced by the environment in which

it occurs, ânV research plan whieh takes the actors out

of the setting may be negating these forces ' The

ethnographer, bV enteri-ng into the natural- environment

of the subjects being studied, has the chance to observe

these influences on behaviour, in action and in context.

since the intention of this investigation is to

study a broad range of behaviours, it was decided not

to begin with a prearranged coding system. Instead

Barker's (tg6l) method of handwritten transcripts to

record. j-nformation occurring in a setting will be em-

ployed. The following chapter will describe the specific

research methodology to be used in this investigation.



CHAPTER THREE

T}IE STUDY DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

Temporal patterns in day care and the process of

cul-tural learning is the problern to be j-nvestigated

in this study. A saflple of three group day care

centres was taken from the city of Winnipeg day nursery

registry. A fourth sample was obtained through the

Provincial Day Care Office, which offered a list of the

licensed family day care providers.

îHE POPULATION STUDIED

The investigation involved selecting four centres

which differed on several dimensions: 1) population

served, 2) number of child.ren enroll-e¿ and 3) program

format. since this investigator was involved in day

care in winnipeg for five years, she was familiar with

the existing centres and the programs that they offered'

Four centres, each l-ocated in different residential areas

of the city were selected to ensure a somewhat differing

population of children. one famíly day care with four

children enrolled and one large centre with an enrollment

of over one hund,red were selected as part of the study
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sampl_es. The other two centres were each considered

medium sized centres, enrolling from twenty-five to

thirty-five children. The ages of the chil-dren observed

in the study ranged from ei-ghteen months to six years.

Phone calls were made to the various centres and a

visit and interview with the director or family day care

provid,er was arranged. The interview involved an expla-

natíon of the study and the selection criteria. Questions

were asked to obtain information pertaining to numbers of

chifdren enrotled, population served, prograln format,

numbers and qualifications of staff and admini-strative

policies. An initial observation of the centre or family

home was conducted to investigate the program format.

If the setting met the study requirements and the

director or family day care provider agreed to be included

in the study, further visits were schedul-ed. The following

descriptions of the settings sel-ected wil-l give a more

detailed account of the population studied.

T}M SETTINGS

Centre A

This day care centre, one in a chain of many through-

out North America, is situated off of a busy rnajor avenue'

making it accessibl-e to a wide range of families. The

building and adjoining playground, as they span across
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partofacityb]-ock,fesemb]-eaLargemodernschool
building. on entering, there is a central office and

reception area where the director and assistant director

work. They are so1ely involved with the administrative

duties of the centre. The classrooms extend along either

side of this central- area'

The centre contarns nine separate classrooms ' a

poo1, a g)¡mnasium and a central kitchen, where meals

and snacks are prepared for the entire centre' Each

classroom, being one large und'ivided open area' is

furnished with similar equipment and materials. Three

tables, a bathroom and sinks make up the front aTea.

Art equipment, puzzles, small maniputative games and

toysarekepti-nstorageshelvesinthisarea,Apiano,
circle a3eã^, books, fêcord.s and house corner are in the

mid section and blocks and. toys are j-n shelves at the

back of the room. Large windows run along the back wa1l

of each room, with a door lead.ing to the outdoor pfay-

ground. After lunch, mats are laid out covering most

of the ffoor space, to be used for the children's naps '

Approximately lJO children, ranging in age from

six weeks to six years ajre present in the centre at one

time. Less than half of them are under the provincial

government fee subsidy program, which is designed to

assist those who cannot afford the cost of day care '

The majority of the centre's population are from middle-

income, two parent families. The children are grouped
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into classrooms by age and there is sel-dom a span of

more than one year between the oldest and youngest

child.

In this study, the classroom observed contained

twenty-five, three to four year old children who were

cared for by one head teacher and two full time child

care workers. A program with goal objectives and weekly

themes is set up by a centralized office out of the city

and is followed by the staff in each room. The program

format in Centre A was highly structured. Most activities

were initiated by the teacher, followed a set time period

and j-nvolved the entj-re group together.

Centre B

This centre, which occupies the second floor of an

old, partially nrn-down senior citizens' building, is

located in what has been termed the "core area" of the

city. The centre consists of one large, windowed room,

divided into activity areas. Along with tables, a house

centre, a li-brary centre, sand, water, blocks, puzzTes

and manipulative toys, there are numerous hamsters, guinea

pigs, birds and fish to provi-de experiences for the chil--

d.ren. Plants along all of the window sitls and hanging

every few feet from the ceiling make this centre l-ook

very green and alive. A kitchen and bathroom are two

rooms off the main area and the downstairs g¡fm Serves

a dual purpose of active play and naptime for the chil-dren

enrol-1ed.
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The centre' a non-profit program with a high

Native population, enrolls twenty-five, two to five

year olds who are cared for by a director, two full-

time and two part time staff. All of the children are

under the provincial government subsidy program and over

half of them are fully subsidized. The program forrnat

in Centre B appeared to maintain a bal-ance of structured,

teacher initiated activities and chil-d initiated free

play activities.

Centre C

This non-profit day care centre is l-ocated on a

residential street, across from a large park, in an old

brick house that has recently been renovated. The centre'

which uSeS two floors of the house and the basement, has

an abund.ance of equipment and furniture for the children's

use. The main floor contains the kitchen, two bathrooms'

a dining room, whi-ch is used for eating and small motor

activi-ties, and a living room. This area is set up with

a house centre, library centre and block play. The second

floor has two bedrooms for naptime, a large arts and

crafts room and a room with small- bl-ocks and toys. The

basement is divided into two areas ' one with sand and

water and the other a climbing frame.

The centre, which contains a high immigrant population,

enrol-Is twenty-five, two to five year o1d ful-l time

chifdren and ten, six to ten year olds, who come at

noon and after school. All but eight of the children
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enrol-led are partially subsidized by the provincial

government. A staff of one director, four full time

and one part ti-me person, care for the children in

centre c. Individual, ehild sel-ected activities, with

the teachers hetping or participating, was the basic

format of the program ín this centre '

Centre D

This family day care is located on a quiet resi-

dential street, with a small park directly in front of

the house. The day care provider, a woman with her own

nine year old daughter, takes in four children. They

range in age from eighteen months to five years. Two

of them are partially subsidized under the provincial

government subsidY Program.

The children spend much of the day in the living

room and kitchen area on the main floor. The basement

of the provider's home is set up with a house corner'

wheeled toys and small blocks and puzzles for the

children's use. There are al-so cots here, for the

chitdren to nap on in the afternoon' The daily

activities and physj-ca1 environment make this setting

resemble a home away from home.

METHODS OF GATHERING DATA

Interview

Each setti-ng was scheduled for six visits, to
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observe and participate in the day's program. Qne visit

at the end of the observation period was scheduled for

the observer to meet privately with the director, head

teacher and family day care provider. This was to enable

the observer to conduct a tape recorded. interview to

obtain information on child rearing beliefs, the centre's

orientation to time and information pertaining to the

respondents' own background. The interview was held

with the directors of Centres B and C, the head teacher

in the room observed in Centre A and the provider of the

family day ce:?e. For stylistic purposes, all four wil-l-

often be referred to as teachers throughout this study'

As the same cl-asses of informati-on were desired

from the four respondents, a nonscheduled, standardtzed

fonn of j-nterview was chosen (Richardson' Dohrenwend &

Klein , Lg65) , The questions to be asked were the same 
'

but unfike a schedufed interview, they could be rephrased

and asked in a different order to the different respon-

dents. This allowed for a more natural course of dis-

cussion.

Many of the questions on the centres' orientation

to time were taken from Clift, Cleave and Griffin (1979),

Others were formulated by read.ing numerous materials on

day care and programs for early childhood education.

From these readings also, a Likert scale of child reari-ng

beliefs was developed and handed out to each respondent

atr the beginning of the interview. This was to provide
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discussion for the interview and

ínforrnation on each respondent' s

0bservations

to gain additional-

ehild rearing beliefs.

Using hand written transcripts, the observer

recorded all information pertaining to the interaction

between the children and the temporal environment during

the weekly visits to each setting. Schedules were

recorded, transition times investigated, references to

time documented and tempo rated. Throughout the obser-

vation period, the observer talked with staff, interacted

with children and formed friendly rel-atj-onships with all

the participants. The observer, when she was not taking

notes, participated in many of the children's activities

during the day and often helped the staff when it was

needed. Drring naptimes, the observer left the setting,

to read over notes, add information or write impressions 
'

and returned two hours later as the children were awake-

ning.

Approximately thirty hours of observatj-on was com-

pleted. in each of the group centres and twenty-four hours

in the smaller, family day care home.

Along with maki-ng notes on the day-to-day activities

in each setting, a complete description of transition

times was recorded. These times were observed by

focusing on the settings in whích they occurred and the

behaviours of the teachers and children.
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The setting was looked at to examine: I) where

transitions occurred, i.e. between what two activi-ties'

Z) the number of chil-dren involved, 3) the length of

time involved and 4) who or what initiated the transi-

tion.
observations of the teachers were made in order to

determine: 1) the cues emitted to signal a transition,

Z) the instructions given to children for this time,

3) the management strategies used and 4) the pace set

for the transition.
observations of the children were made in order to

determine: 1) their responses to the cues and 2) their

behaviours durì-ng the transition time.

To fo110w all 0f the teachers and chil-dren at al-l

times during transitions was not always possible in the

different centres. Nor was it possible to always see'

hear or record what was invol-ved in the inflexion of a

teacher's voice or a spontaneous gesture without follow-

ing a person so closely as to make then uncomfortable.

[herefore, the observer stood back from the group and

tried to capture all that she could without influencing

the setting in any other way than her actual presence.

In Centre A, the highly structured program and

Centre D, the famíly day care, transitions invol-ved the

whol-e group and could be viewed as they affected everyone.

In centres B and c, the less structured programs' the

observer followed groups of children to record smaller
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group transitions while other chifdren were involved in

d.ifferent activities. Ind.ividual transitions were not

investigated. in any of the settings. Onty transitions

that invol-ved, teachers and groups of children were

observed in this studY.

TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS

Anecdotal- information describing the temporal

environments ís provided to give a compl-ete description

of what chil-dren are experi-encing in day care settings.

The method of compare and contrast, using Moore's Q963)

concepts of s¡mchronization' sequence and rate of action,

i-s used to analryze the data gathered from the observations

of the four day care settings.

Certain categories of teacher behaviour have emerged

from the detailed observations of transition times. The

following coding categories, taken from Prescott and

Jones (l-9?2) are used to analyze teachers' verbal-j-zations.

These are:

Guidance: Guidance is assumed to have both
faclTîTãtive and. restrj-ctive properties. It
may guide, control-, train anÔ,/or direct the
cfiilãren (child). Included here are routine
mechanies of management, handled without
evidence of confl-ict.

Direct: The teacher tells the child(ren)
what ïG to ¡e done or she requests specific behavior.
There is no emotionaf content to this type of
guidance, but it is clear that authority is
vested in the teacher.

Indirect: This incfudes suggestive requests
or statements which indicate to children what
is expected", ê.g. Have you washed your hands?
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redirection: Teacher attemPts

to stop an activ ty whi ch she considers un-
desirable by diverting child's attention.

Restriction: Teacher behavi-or which deals with
conflict between chil-d's wishes and those of
teacher. Conflict exists where child does
accept teacher's goals and teacher moves to

Firm En forcement of Limits: Teacher makes
it clear to child that there a,re limits which

of intent to hurt

not

obstruct child's activities.
Simple: Teacher calls attentj-on to f act

that cirlft-ls not accepting teacher's goals
or standards. Teacher warns or reminds.

must be respected and that she will impress
these limits on the child. There is firmness
and absence

Belittl
in wh ch teac er act vl_
the child in esteem, to discred
or behavior. Includes scolding
punishment, such as grabbing th
shoulder or taPPing him on the
ignoring of child bY teacher.
aõceptañce of child's viewPoínt
indication of desire to Punish

: Conflict sítuation
s designed to l-ower

di l_

it his activity
, and physical
e child by the
hands and deliberate
Teacher shows no
. There is an
or hurt. (Prescott

& Jones , L972, P, 12)

In the following chapters, the patterns of behaviour

which have emerged in the four settings between the

participants and the temporal environment aTe ana:.yzed

by focusing on the categories mentioned above. By using

the method of compare and contrast, the fol-lowing will

be looked at ín each setting: 1) the temporal environ-

ment, 2) the time el-ements of s¡mchronization' sequence

and rate of action (Moore, Lg63) and 3) the management

strategies (Prescott & Jones, I972) surrounding the

temporal environment. The teacher interviews are used

to glean insight into the relationship between their

child rearing beliefs, their personal background and''

the structure of the temporal environment in their
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day care settings. Other components of the environment

found to influence the temporal patterns in a setting

will al-so be discussed.



CHAPTER FOUR

T}IE DATA: INTERVIEWS AND OBSERVATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a description of four day

care settings and the structure of the temporal environ-

ment. It combines the six days of written observations

with the teacher interviews. Anecdotal observations

are recorded, and. where appropriate' comments made

during the interviews are i-nterspersed. These are the

teachers' exact Words, transcribed from the tape recorded

interview.
The first section provides an account of the

teachers' chifd rearj-ng beliefs. This information was

taken from both the Likert scale and the tape recorded

j-nterview. The second section describes the ternporal

environment of each of the settings. Attention is given

to the daily schedule, a description of a typical day

and transition tirnes, âs they were observed in each

centre. The third section provides a detailed account

of the transition period from outdoor play to l-unch j-n

each centre. This is outlined in order to compare and

contrast the different management strategi-es used by

the teachers in the four settings. The verbal-izations

of two teachers were recorded in three of the centres
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and those of one teacher only in Centre D

CHILD REARING BELIEFS

Before beginning a discussion of each setting's

orientatíon to time, a comparison of child rearing

bel-iefs is in order.

The head teacher in centre A agreed with the belief

that child.ren, âs they develop at their own rate and time,

should be free to explore their environment, actively and

individually without much adult intervention. But on

observing this prograln, it appeared that she did not

practice this belief in centre A where the activities were

mainly teacher d.irected. An environment, used to maintain

order and focusing on the group rather than the índividual

is a more apt description of this centre. Even during

free play, the teachers specified what the chil-dren coul-d

play with and where they could play. Activities that were

requested by children were rejected by the teachers every

day. The piano could not be touched, a smal1 upstairs

loft was out-of-bound.s and other activities such as pain-

ting, colouring, water pfay and play dough could only

oecur at times specified by the teachers. Numerous

materials and activities were not made available for the

children'S use when they were requested. The viaws-of the

head teacher on how child.ren best learn and develop refl-ec-

ted a more open philosophy than what was observed in the
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actual day-to-day occurrences in Centre A'

However, the head teacher did believe that there

were certain lessons that children needed to l-earn for

later school years which shoul-d be taught in the day care.

The learning of routines, cooperation and adjustment to

group activities were emphasized in centre Afs program.

"That's what I like to teach, sharing and things like that'

I think that should be the most important thing that we

teach themr" commented the head teacher

This centre seemed to be affected with problems of

bureaucracy that the head teacher coul-d not solve. con-

flicts were apparent in her views of child rearing and

the responsibilities she felt she had to undertake to

"meet the Standards" of the institution. Even though

she commented, that ideally day care should be ru.n l-ike

a farnily, by meeting ind,ividual needs and providing a

higher ratio of teachers, she felt that it was beyond

her control to make anY changes.

Centre B's bal-ance of teacher d,irected and free play

activities seemed to reflect the present director's chil-d

rearing beliefs. unlike ,the head teacher in centre A

and the director in centre c, she felt that children

needed to be directed. and supervised in their activities
j-n order f6r "productive" learning to oceur. Because many

of the children in this centre have not been offered the

same type of stimulation at home as in the day care, the

director fel-t that they would not know what to do with
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theír time. The older children, who had been at the

centre for a longer period were more capable of pro-

gressing without adult intervention, but the younger

children needed more direction. As she explained, "The

younger ones will start off on something, lose their

attention span and won't know where to go next' They

don, t even know how to rotate to another centre. They

really need a lot of direction." The program provided

for this as teachers constantly intervened in chíldren's

play to direct learning content and to teach lessons.

For part of the day, the children were divided into

two age defined groups for teacher led activities. All

of them were expected to terminate their owre activities,

join the group and participate in the preplanned program.

Even though the director felt that problems arose when

the child,ren were brought together, often when they were

not ready, she believed that more learnrng often occurred

at these times than during free play. Giving children

the choice of joining an activity or not, may lead to

a chaotic and uncontrollabl-e situation. Although the

director emphasized that "the last goal we want here

is to be able to controlr" she was worried about giving

a "free rein" to all of the children'

conflicts were apparent in the director's theore-

tical framework which strongly agreed that chifdren

developed at their own rate and. time and the problems

of catering to these differences in a day care setting.
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Because of the numbers of children, their young age

and the l_ow staf f/chi¡d, ratio, she believed that it

was almost impossible to meet their individual- needs.

centre c, which provided an environment focusing

on the índ.ividual child's needs seemed to operate

according to the beliefs of the director. Even though

the teachers were expected to initiate activities, the

children d.id not have to participate. "we give them

choices," the director commented. "The kids shouldn't

be forced to join in anything they don't want to .''

children's di_fferences should be catered to in a day

care setting and this was apparent in the centre's

program format.

The d.irector did not feel that chil-dren had to be

directed by adults for "prod.uctive" learning to occur

when she stated, "They're l-earning all the time and I

want them to enjoy themselves too. I want them to have

a happy childhood when they're away from home.''

Preparation for later school years, emphasizing

lining up, using indoor voices and participating in

group activities was not the responsibility of the day

care centre. The goals of centre c, as expressed by

the director reflected a different role and aptly

descri-bed the climate of this centre. "We try and make

it (the day care) more of a ehildhood, like the kids

would have in their families, so that they're not being

put into a school or instj-tution . I don't feel
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werre preparing them for school. In. school they'11 do

that." During eertain times of the day, especially

lunch and naptimes, the individual child did seern to

be overpowered by the need.s of the group and the insti-

tution.
The family day care provider in centre D al-so agreed

with the bel-ief that children develop at their own rate

and ti-rne and day ca-re shoul-d cater to these differences.

Similar to the director in Centre B, she felt that direct

adult intervention was important for "productive" learning

to occur. But this was not apparent when observing in

her home. The children, after they had chosen their

activities, were teft to pfay on their own. The older

five year old child d,irected the pfay much more than the

provider. She spent most of her time observing, without

interacting in the actual- play experiences of the chil-

dren.

The provider commented that she did not want the

children to be burdened with the same pressures as they

would get in a school situation and this was evident in

the observations of her Program.

These four teachers had differing views on the

role of day ca:I.e as a child rearing environment. The

head teacher in Centre A stressed the teaching of

sharing, getting along with others and preparatj-on for

fater school- years. The director in Centre B saw the

teaching of bäsic skills and concepts as the fundamental-
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goal-s in her program. She fel-t it was the responsibifity

of the day ca¡e to provide the children with experiences

that they may not get in their own homes. Even though

their beliefs on adul-t i-ntervention were not the same'

a teacher directed forrnat was more apparent in these

two centres than in the other two settings.

In Centre c the chifd's happiness and individuality
was stressed. No emphasis was placed on the preparation

for later school years in this program. In Centre D

also, the day care provider felt that it was not her

responsibility to prepare the children in her care for

later school years. She emphasized learning how to

play without "getting into trouble" as a goal in her day

care program.

These goals, âs they were implemented in the four

programs provided ehil-dren with differing day care ex-

periences. The next section will outline some of these.

TEMPORAL ENVIRONMENTS

CENTRE A

After visitíng this centre, its orientation to

time became very apparent. The chj-l-dren were not in-

volved in the planning of their own activities or the

times of their occurrences. Their time was predetermined

by the lnstitution. Even though the head teacher described

the posted schedu1e as "basically a guideline", through-

out the observation period it was adhered to consistently.
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The Dailv Schedule

Each day was divided into short activity segments,

Seven in the morning and five in the afternoon following

naptime. The times for g¡rm and swim, which were strictly

adhered. to by this classroom, were determined by the

administration. The director and assistant director

arranged the schedul-e for the entire centre. Lunch and

snack times also, being centralized functions, were

scheduled at the same time everyday and were standardi-zed

throughout the centre. It was the responsibility of the

head teacher to draw up a schedule around these times,

,,providing a balance of quiet and active growth activi-

ties, structured around a preplanned theme of the week."

The head teacher felt that having a schedule was

important to the chj-l-dren but proclaimed to frequently

feel- constricted by these guidelines when she ad.mitted,

"If it wasn't my job, I wouldn't feel So responsible to

keep standards and to foffow the program. what I want

to do and. what I feel I have to do, it's a combination."

Because she is a paid employee, the head teacher feels

accountable to the institutj-on and disregards her own

chil-d rearing beliefs at times.

The schedule is posted. Times for specific

activities were prearranged and the start and finish

were determined by the time. The presence of a large

round wall cl-ock, placed centrall-y in the room, may be

seen as a s¡rmbol of time regulating this centre's acti-
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vities.
Along with arranging the timetable for the children's

activities, the head teacher also arranged the break

times for herself and the two other child care workers

in the room. These breaks were also strictly adhered

to and often the head teacher felt that the absence of

one staff affected the child,ren's program. As she ex-

plained:

I woul-d appreciate more people in the room at
circl-e time, but then we'd have trouble later

. When I'm planning activities, for example
art, I have to make sure I do it before the
breaks come and before the parents start picking
their children up. If we have water play in the
afternoon I have to pick the kids who go home
early, first, so that everyone will get a turn.

Once agaín the schedul-e was determined by forces external

to the child in this centre, i.e. the administrati-on,

the staff breaks and the parent pick up time.

I

The child.ren were expected to follow the

move as a group and control their individual

We can't consider the individual as much as a
a parent could. We have to consider the group

but we really have no place to send them if they
don't want tô join an activity. Just to separate
them from the group by sending them to the table
or sitting in their locker, but other than that
there's nót too much they can do. If we had more
staff it would be better to give them the choice,
but we don'tohave the space and we don't have
the staff, '

1" There were no recorded observations of water
play occurring d.uring the six visits to Centre A.

2. when children were sent to their lockers during
an activity, it appeared to be a punis4ment technique
rather thair-an allãrnative activity. The child was di-
rected to sit quiet and sti1l at this tj-me '

schedule,

desires.
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Time and the Institution of the Daitv Routine

once the schedule has been set up and the times

for activities and breaks determined, it is interesting

to note how this routine is instituted.

A typical d.ay j-n Centre A's program begins at

?:oo a.m. with the chil-dren playing at the front tabl-es.

Small manipulative toys t Ptzzles and crayons have been

put out by the teacher for the chifdren's use. As more

chj_ldren arrive, they join the others at the tables or

talk quietly at their lockers. With the arrival of the

next teacher, at B:OO a.m., one activity centre is opened

in the room and children can move into this area to p1ay.
3

Free play - in these specified areas continues untif

B:40 a.m. , when a teacher announces clean up tirne'

After all equipment and materials have been put away'

the children are assembled cross legged on the floor

in the book a1ea-. A teacher sits on the rocking chair

facing the group and reads two or three stories, depen-

ding on the time. This is foflowed at !:00 a.m. by play

in the upstairs gym and swimrning for a small group of

children. The chil-dren are directed to l-ine up and to

be still and quiet before ascending the stairs to the

gyn. The third staff member' who has arrived at the

centre at this time, takes the swimmers to the pool.

3, The children can develop their ovrn play themes
eithei individually or in small- groups without teacher
direction at this time. But they can only play j-n areas
and with materials that have been selected by the teacher.
This is termed their free play time.
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She then returns to the cl-assroom to set up the morning

snack for the children.

Play in the gyn l-asts for twenty minutes until- the

sound of another group can be heard ascending the stairs.

On the teacher's signal to "line üP", all activity is

stopped and the children assembl-e against the wall.

They descend the stairs single file and wal-k back to

their room. They sit at the tables, where a snack has

been placed in front of each. Before they can begin

eating though, a teacher leads a short lesson on the

day of the week, the calendar and the weather. She then

waits for all to be quiet, with their hands under the

table, before gíving the signal to eat.

As the children finish their food, they get up from

the table and take their glasses to the front dish rack.

They seem to use this time to talk and walk to other

tables before sitting dovrn at their places once again.

Five minutes after snack has begun, and about half of the

children are finished, they are directed to the next

activity. "Hurry up", "drink up" and "let's go" can

be heard directed to those who are still eating. The

children have to finish eating quickly, to make it to

the next activity.

Circl-e time foll-ows t àTr activity where the group

sits cross legged on the floor around a taped circle.

The teacher leads a good morning song, discusses the

theme of the week and may play records or organized
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games. Bathroom routine foll-ows at 10:15 a.m. The

chifdren are then divided into two groups; one group

sits at the tables for an art activity while the other

has free play in areas specified by the teacher. The

groups alternate after a hal-f hour, or as each chil-d

finishes the activity, another is cal-l-ed to fill the

place. Outdoor play or wal-ks in the neighbourhood may

occur at this time instead of indoor activíties.
Lunch is served at 11:10 a.m. Frenzied activity

to clean up, get washed and go to the tables is followed

by sittíng motionless and quiet, while waiting for the

signal to begin. The teacher concerrrs at this time

are "good",.manners and minimum noise. Lunch does not

begin until al-l- are seated quietly with their hands

under the tabl-e and the food has been passed around to

everyone. It often takes ten minutes before these con-

ditions are met.

At approximatel¡r l-l-z45 a.m., âs the children finish

eating, they are called by a teacher, who is dírecting

bathroom routíne at this time. The children have to be

sitting to be called and those who have gotten out of

their chairs to walk around are directed back to the

table. By I2;IO p.m. all of the children have finished

their lunches, have gone to the bathroom and are lying

on their mats, which were laid out during lunch time.

The lights are switched off and a teacher goes around

to each chil-d tucking ini-:rr./iner in and whispering "good
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night. "

During this time, the staff al-ternate their lunch

breaks and at 2z)o p.m., when the third teacher has

returned to the room, naptime is officially over.

Those children who have awakened before this time wait

quietly in their beds. some a.re directed to the bath-

room and to sit quietly at the front tabl-es. The lights

are then switched on, the blankets are folded, mats put

away and the sleeping children are awakened.

A second g¡rm period. and an afternoon snack foll-ow.

From 3145 p-m. to 4:00 p.m. , the group once again sits

on the taped circl-e for teacher-led activities. This

is followed by free play either outside or in, depending

on the weather. As the group di-minishes, the remaining

child,ren move up to sit at the front tabl-es to play

with puzzles and other smal1 toys until it is time to

go home.

other than free play, the activities in this centre

l.,/ere v¡ell regulated by the teachers. The children moved

as a group and all were expected to be still, to be quiet

and to wait for the teachers' signals before beginning

and ending activities. Initiative taking on the part

of the child was generally not encouraged in centre A.

Transition Times: The Clock Prevails

on a typical day there were twelve group transitions

recorded in Centre A. They consumed from 36-+L+% of the
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time on the days observed.

All transitions were signalled by the teachers,

who, in turn, were regulated by the clock. Even though

the head teacher said that she often took her cues to

change activities from the children, this was not

evidenced in the programs observed. One anecdote,

describing a morning story time may provide some infor-

mation to support this.
It is B:50 a.m., oh a very hot daY in MaY

and the children are assembled in the book area,
cross legged on the fl-oor. A teacher, sitting
on the rõcking chair, reads a story. She is
holding the book up so that all can see the
pictures as she reads.

"When are we going outside?rr rrI wanna go
out", is heard lamented from the group of chil-
dren. The teacher stops reading to remark firmly'
"If you can't be quiet, wê won't go outside today."
The group is hushed but only for a few seconds.

"He hit me," a small- child wails. îhe teacher
puts the book down on her fap, glares at the cul--
þrit, who is sitting with his head down, points.
ñer iinger at hin añd says harshly, "L, go sit in
your locker, and staY there."- He leaves to sit in his locker, which is along
the wall- directly behind the group and once agar.n
all is quiet. But not for long.

At 8:56 a.m. the group is restless; heads are
moving around, shoes are being untied, voices are
heard whisperitg, bodies are squirming and the
teacher reads on. At !:00 a.m. , the story is
finished. The teacher stands, and as she does,
so do three of the children.

"I didn't say you coul-d get up Yet," she
scholds. Neverthel-ess, they remain standing as
she walks to the front of the room and announces 

'"O.K. Room Five, line uP."

Even though the children appeared restless and dis-

ruptive, the teacher did not take this as a cue to end

the activity. Instead, she continued until p:00 â.il.,

the scheduled time to move on to the next activity.
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On a signal from the teacher, all of the children

were directed to terminate their actions' assemble with

the group and move on to the next activity. Very l-ittle

time was given between activities and the children were

ï'ushed to move on. The head teacher admitted that she

found transitions "the most confusing tirnes of the day,"

and she "likes to get them over with as Soon aS possi-b1e. "

This was evident in the frenzied activity that occurred

during these times.

She d.ifferentiated between certain t¡rpes of play

that she considered beneficial for children to complete.

As she explained, "If they're doing a puzzle, I l-ike to

let them finish, but if they're just taking a cape around

their shoulder and playing Batman, I want them to clean

up when I ask, even if they aren't quite finished." In

the observations of this centre, there were very few

incidents recorded where children were encouraged to

complete tasks after the signal to end an activity had

been given. On the contrary, children were expected to

stop everthing immed.iately and assemble with the group.

One instance, describing the termination of activities

in the glrm, gives an extreme example of the time limits

set by this centre.

It is 9225 a.m. and the signal for the end
of gyn time is announced. "Room Five, line üPr"
the teacher cal-ls from the doorway. Most of the
children j-mmediately stop what they are doing and
run to the wall to line up. Two children are l-eft
standing on the top of the climber, waiting their
turns to slide down. The teacher yel1s out to them,
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"D and R, come orr, now: Go down the stairs.
When we say line up, you line up." One child
slides, whil-e the other cl-imbs back down the
ladder. TheY both rLln to the wall.

Rather than continui-ng their activity of sliding'

the teacher expected the children to stop, turn around

and climb back down the ladder. The teachers spent

a longer time controlling movement and talking once

the group was assembled than they did in helping

chj-ldren terminate their activities or preparing them

for a change. Very seldom were warnings given to

drildren that activities were coming to an end. The

teacher just announced "Line üP", "Clean up time" or
ttLetts go.tt

Racing the Clock

Throughout the day, the teachers were conveying

the impression that the schedul-e came first, i.e. before

the children. A child who went to a teacher with an

untied shoelace was told, "We'11 tie it later, after

story time." At p:OO 4.m., the end of story time, a child

who wanted the teacher to read hís book was told, "No,

we don't have time for any more books. Let's line up

for g¡rm." During a circle activity' one morning, the

teacher was leading a di-scussion on families. Whil-e

each child was asked about their family, the rest of the

group was directed to be quiet and listen. Even though

the group was very restless and four children had already

been sent to their lockers, the teacher continued on.
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At 9:58 a.m., after glancing at the clock, the activity
was terminated. All of the children had not had a turn

to talk, but in this case they seemed to be "saved by

the bell-", âs outdoor free pfay foll-owed.

F\rture Emphasis

An emphasis on the fUture, which was anticipated to

be "bigger and better" was very apparent in this centre.

The cl-assrooms were numbered with the higher the number,

the older the group of chil-dren. Upon reaching the next

age level, a child was moved into a new room, âs long as

there was space, to be grouped with unfamiliar teachers

and children. References were often being made to the

chitdren that they "won't get to Roorn Six if they mis-

behave" or "We don't have babies ín Room Five, why are

you here?"

On one occasion that the observer was at the centre,

a six year o1d boy was sitting in the midst of the group

at story time, quietly crying. The observer was told

that this was his punishment for "acting si11y" and

being disruptive in his own room. He was being demoted

and put into a room with younger children. When his

teacher came to get him, she announced for all to hear,

"Are you going to stay with the babies or can you act

your own age and come back to Room Eight?" Not only

were the children grouped by age in this centre, but

the older ones seemed to have the higher status.
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The element of time was very important in centre A.

Time was predetermined by the institution and conforrnity

to the schedul-e was made imperative. For most of the day

the children had very little control over the use of their

time. There were very few instances observed where the

child's time won over the schedule.

CENTRE B

Depend.i-ng on tLle time of day being observed, there

were noticeable differences in the cfimate of Centre B.

The director aptly described this when she stated:

We just love mornings. We find, and I think
it' s the total faul-t of the day care ' that
once we have snack and they're into slots, we
start havi-ng trouble. Bathroom' circle, out-
side and the troubl-e begins.

on the one hand she criticizeð. this arrangement, while

on the other she felt that changing it would affect the

chifd.ren's well being and learning.

Thusty a scheule was arranged by the drrector, staff

and a parent board each yea:r-, timetabling the activities

for the children and the accompanying staff duties. It

was kept in a notebook in the room, to be consul-ted by

the teachers when the need arose.

The Dailv Schedule

for

for

In this centre there were five activities scheduled

the morning between Ç:00 a.m. and 1I: l0 a.m. and two

the afternoon, after naptime. This schedule, unlike
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that of centre A, was fl-exible in that chil-dren were

often given advance warnings and time to complete ayt

activity before moving on to the next. However, they

also, were expected to move on and were directed by the

teachers to do so.

changes could be made to the schedule at the general

meetings, which were held every three months. Recently'

due to requests from several parents, the morning snack

time was made a hal-f hour earlier to provide for those

children who did not eat breakfast at home. But what

about those who did eat at horne or who arrived at the

centre at a later time? The director commented that she

would like to let the children eat whenever they wanted,

but felt that in her centre this would not be feasible.

"Some kids will end up not getting anything," she

commented and "once again it comes down to control-."

They decided. on a time that woul-d be best for most of

the children and p:OO a.m. became the new scheduled snack

time for the centre. Even if a child had just eaten break-

fast and was not hungry at this time he/she was directed

to join the group and sit dovrn at the table for snack.

On ogcasions when children announced, ilI'm not hungrVr"

the teachers responded with, "You don't have to eat, we

all sit together at snack time and talk with our friends. "

Thusly, even with this new arrangement' some children

ended up "not getting anything."

Along with schedul-ing activities for the children
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the staff duties and breaks were al-so organized at the

general meetings. The staff breaks, which used to affect

the children's program by decreasing the teachet/child

ratio, were recently changed. The shifts were shortened

so that the staff could work through without taking coffee

breaks. During naptime they al-ternated their lunches,

always leaving two teachers in the naproom with the chil-

dren. However, the director and staff did not always

agree on the scheduling of their breaks. Every Thursday'

the centre planned a field trip and on these occasions

the staff had to forfeit theír break times. One Thursday'

on returning from their outing, two staffr recently hired

through a grant, wanted to leave earl-y due to missing

their break time. "They all- want to get out of the

centre, they al_l want to take the kids somewhere, and

they know it's so nice to do that and they all want their

time toor" the dj-rector commented. This, she fe1t, was

what essentially separated a day care from a family

environment. She contrnued, "We're supposed to be a

supplement to the home environment and go places and do

things, bê like a family, but no, the bottom line is,

they (the staff) come first."

centre B structured the program so that all of the

chil-dren would be exposed to the activity centres under

the direction of a teacher at specified times of the day.

Even though she was aware of the confficts which arose
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during these times, the director felt that these

structured activities were necessary to promote "produc-

tive', learning experiences for the children in this

centre.

Thedírectorfeltthataschedule,setupinto
activity segments, was important to chil-dren. This was

indicated when she stated:

They learn a l-ot from scheduling, so that they
can" relate to time. After snack we have this 'etc. and then our moms come. It's a beginning
for learning to tell- time, not that we're
teaching how to tell- time.

The children, through the schedule, were being encul-

turated to our society's linear notion of time '

Time and the Institution of the Dailv Routine

A typical day in Centre B begins at 7200 a'm'

free play in any of the activity areas in the main

The teachers join groups and help or participate in

chil-dren's play as they a,re needed. At B:00 a'

teacher is responsible for providing a science

which is optional for the children to join. As

with
4

arrive, the cook and a

morning snack. Alt of

ín areas throughout the

group of children Prepare

the chil-dren appear busY,

room.

room.

the

m. one

actívity
more

the

scattered

4. During this free play time children play indivi-
dually or in ãmall groups in any of the actlvity areas in
the róom. They werã often heard requesting stored.materials
which were givén to them for use at this time. This is
unlike the free play time observed in Centre A.
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At Ç:OO a.m., a third teacher arrives and clean-up

time is announced. rr I t I s happy clean-up time , " she cal-l-s

out for all to hear. The other teachers, in different

areas of the room, take this as a cue to terminate the

activities they are invol-ved in. They help children

put materials away before directing them to the bathroom.

The children assemble at three age-grouped tables ' and

after al-1 ¿.re Seated, each table becomes a Separate unit.

Each teacher, responsible for one table, sits with the

group, helps pass food around and initiates conversation.

Unlike in Centre A, the children can begin eating as soon

as their table has been served - they do not have to wait

for the whol-e group before beginning. 0n finishing'

the chil-dren are directed to wait for the rest of the

table and then they go together with the teacher to the

bathroom. One group may join together and walk as a

caboose, another may hop as bunnies. îhe staff are

encouraged to provide activities for the chil-dren as they

wait or move from one area to another. The children are

kept busy. Constant activity is apparent in this centre.

At 9z3O a.m. the children break off into their

organized groups; the younger twos and threes stay up-

stairs for circle and art activities, while the older

children go downstairs for free play in the gym. Circle

time ínvolves a discussion, songs or stories on a theme

prepl-anned by a teacher. The group assembles in an area
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and before the teacher begins, they wait for all to be

seated and quiet. "Hurry, yourre late" and "Sh, Iisten"

can be heard directed to individual child.ren. After

approximately fifteen minutes, the group moves to the

front tables and the teachers l-ead an avt activity. All

of the children are directed to participate. After finish-

ingir.' f,þs: children can leave the table and go downstairs

to the gyn. As more chifdren begin entering the glrm'

the teachers here take this as a cue to move their group

upstairs. By the time they get upstairs, the younger

group is finishing their proiects and the teachers aTe

hurrying them along. The circle and art activitj-es are

repeated, with the same teacher leading the session.

Before the second group leaves the gym, at 1l:00 â.il.,

all of the toys are put away, the cfimber is disassembl-ed

and a teacher lays out the mats for the afternoon nap.

The children continue playing while waiting for the teacher

to give the signal to move on. They then ascend the stairs,

get their jackets and wait in the front hall for a teacher

to lead them outside. When about six of the chil-dren are

assembled, a teacher may lead a sing-song before taking

the group outside. Free play and organized games for

those who want to join are the activities at this time

in the playground.

At 11:lO a.m., the children are called into the

centre to wash up and sit at the tables for l-unch. Qne

staff stands at the gate, one at the door to the centre
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and the children l-eave the playground indívidually or

in small groups. Once again, after all are seated,

each table becomes a separate unit that eats, talks
)

and then l-eaves the table together.

After lunch, all but five chil-dren who are walked to

school, go downstairs for a two hour nap. During naptime,

the teachers alternate their l-unch breaks and at 2z)0 p.m.

when the last teacher has returned, naptime is officially

over. The children who have awakened remain quietly in

their beds until the lights have been switched on. Acti-

vity then begins. Blankets a.re folded, mats put away

and individual-s or small- groups taken to the bathroom.

They all come back to the g¡rm and wait for the entire

group before going upstairs for a snack.

Snack is served and as each child finishes, he/she

puts inis/ner cup in the garbage can before beginning

free pfay. Free play continues untit 4:00 p.m., when

they all either go outside or downstairs to the gym to

play. At \zJO p.m. the group once again assembles in

the main room of the centre to continue with activities

until it is time to go home.

5, On the first two visits to Centre B, the l-unch
ritual involved the children sitting with their heads
down and hands in their laps while waiting for their
lunehes to be served. This procedure was not observed
during the next few visits. The director commented that
this routine had been discontinued because it was getting
too much into the "school thing."
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Transition Times: The Clock and the Teacher

On a typical day, there were eight group transi-

tions which consumed from 3Ot3% of the day's activíties.

Unlike in Centre A, which was most often cued by

the clock, the transitions in Centre B did not appear

aS regulated. Transitions occurred by the schedule and

also by the group needs of children and individual-

teachers. During a crowded gyn period, teachers were

seen taking groups of children outside for walks, for

drives or to play in other areas of the centre. The

schedul-e, ol-l one hot dty, was disregarded al-together

and the entire group spent the morning outside.

The teachers also played, a part in determining an

activity change, even when neither the schedule nor the

children were demanding it. One afternoon, during free

play, the children were busy at their activities. some

were doing puzzles, others colouring, groups were in the

house area, àt the water table and in the Iibrary centre.

Two teachers were standing and tal-king together, when

one said to the other, "I'Íl so hot in here, let's have

clean-up and go outside." If any of the chíldren heard

this, it was not apparent. There was no mad rush to the

door, ãs there often was in the morning, when they moved

from circle time to outdoor play. Qne minute later, ât

3z3O p.m. , the teacher yelled out for all to hear, "Let's

clean up now. " The children, who were stiff actively in-

vol-ved in their ptay had to terminate their activities,

clean up, assemble at the door and wait for the rest of
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the group. It was obvious that the children were not

ready for this change as the whole process took twenty

minutes of guiding, restricting and reprimanding before

they all left the centre to pfay outside.

The director described transition times as "awful"

and fel-t that they were even more structured than activity

times. "If they d.on't want to be at circle, supposedly

then they can go to the gyn or do something el-se, but,
o

transition times - there's no choice in the matter."

All of the children were expected to terminate their

activities and move on at the request of the teacher.

The director encouraged the staff to give advance

warnings before activities were scheduled to end, but

admitted that they sometimes forgot. "That is hard on

the childrenr" she commented. Even without warnings,

though, the teachers were observed going to individual

children and helping them terminate their activities.

They often made plans to finish activities at a l-ater

time. For those chi-ldren who were ready first and were

waiting for the group, the director encouraged the staff

to provide activities for them so that they woul-d not

get out of eontrof during the waiting period. She felt

6, There were no observations recorded of children
being allowed to go to another activity area at structured
circie times. On the contrary, children were Seen restric-
ted from going down to the BYm, kept out of the house and
animal- areas ánd made to sit with the group. Occasionally
a younger child l-ooked at books or puzzl-es while sitting
in- the-same area as the group but they were physically
kept from going to other areas of the centre.
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that it was important to keep the chíIdren occupied

at all times of the day. In this centre the transition

times were often structured with teacher l-ed activities

Time To Move 0n

Similar to A, this centre was not without

its time limits. children were given a certain
Centre

The

amount of leeway before the pace quickened and the

teachers hurried on to the next actlvitY. One anec-them

thisdote describing occurred during an organized art

activity where a group of chil-dren were being directed

in making elephant faces. The scenario begins at 11:00

a.m., the time' for the transition to the gyn.

Three children are sitting at a tabl-e, the
rest are downstalrs in the gyn. These three want
to add a new feature to their proiects and one child
announces to the teacher, "I want to make a mask"'
The teacher responds with, "wê'11 make masks later,
this afternoon. "

Another child responds, speaking for the group'
"No, we want them now."

"Well, I d,on't know if we have time, wait til
this afternoonr" the teacher answers. The chil-dren
stay seated and the third one s?ys, "I want a mask"'' The teacher pauses and replies, sounding
irritated, "Well-, why can't we give you some string
and you do it yoursel-f . I can't help you cuz we're
goinþ downstails." She gives them some string and
ãA¿s, "0.K., you can do what you want but I'm not
helping. "- Sñe leaves and the children are left upstairs
to finish their masks. Another teacher, who is
responsible for clean-up and lunch preparation is
alsõ upstairs at this time. She approaches the
three ãnd says firmly, "Hurry up, we're going
downstairs. "

Two minutes later she walks by them again
and adds, "Quiekly finish up boys." A minute
l-ater, two finish- and they go dovrnstaj-rs to ioin
the group. The third child is diligently working
at hls másk when the teacher says, "I don't want
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to rush Voü, but aren't you hungry?" He shakes
his head and continues working. The teacher
keeps orr, "Aren't you going to go downstairs
with your friends?" There is no response.

ifre time is 11:15 a.m.. There is still
fifteen minutes l-eft until lunch time. The
teacher, j-ntent on hurrying him finally says'
"0.K., time's up. We have to get ready for
lunch and you have to go downstairs. Go!"

Within seconds the chil-d finishes, gets up
from the table without looking at the teacher
and goes downstairs to the glnn.

These children were using their owyÌ initiative to

expand on the art activity. Even though the teachers did

not force them to move on to the gyln at the scheduled

time, they rushed them and did not give any support for

their creative efforts. The group played in the gym for

another twenty mj-nutes before ascending the stairs for

lunch. In this instance, the schedule had come before

the children.

F\-iture Emohasis

Similar to Centre A' there was also an emphasis on

the future as being "bigger and better." At l-unch and

snack times, the children were divided amongst three tables;

the twos and threes at one, the fours at another and the

five year olds at the third table. There was a sense of

moving up as a child had a birthday and. graduated to an

ol-der table. On one occasion a chifd, who had turned

five the day before, forgot to sit at his new table.

The teacher, who was sitting with him at the four year

old table realized this and said, "D, you're five now.

You go sit at the five year old table." D looked at her
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but remained seated. She added, "You're a big boy,

you're five now. You don't have to sit with the four

year ol-ds." He smil-ed at her, stood up and walked to

his new table, while the group of four year ol-ds looked

on. As in Centre A, there seemed to be a higher status

given to the older chil-dren.

Learnins the A ropriate Times

The children in Centre B were receiving the message

that all activities had appropriate times. A child, who

brought out a cookie from his pocket was told, "It's not

time to eat things like that, put it away." A child
holding a book at circl-e time was tol-d to put the book

down as it was not story time. A child who requested

a drink was told he'd have to wait for l-unch time . The

schedul-e came before the individual- chil-d during man¡¡

instances in this centre.

CENTRE C

The schduling of activities and grouping procedures

in this centre were very ftexible. The di-rector described

the schedule as a routine that the children got into for
themselves. It was not something that had been predeter-

mined by the centre. As she described it:
Wel-l, we have a certain amount of scheduling, but
not a schedule that tel-ls you exactly when some-
thing begins or ends. Thiägs don't irave to end
at a certain time. It's more of a routine. They
do their activities, most of them finish it and
then they go on to something else.
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The program involved individual child selected activities

and as long as a teacher was in a room, the children

could freely move from one area to another. They were

restricted , àt most times, from playing in rooms not

occupied by a teacher and the cloors to these rooms were

kept closed.

îhe Dailv Schedule

A written schedule, outlining the staff duties was

kept in the office of the centre. Shifts were rotated

weekly and each shift had certain responsibilities and

tasks to be performed at specifíc ti-mes of the day. It

almost appeared that in order for the children's program

to be kept flexible, the staff needed to be structured

in their tasks. Each teacher was responsible for certain

areas and duties to ensure the smooth running of the pro-

gram, maintaíning individual child selected activities.

The five teachers most often took their coffee breaks

without leaving the children. D-rring naptime, they alter-

nated lunch breaks and it was not unusual for one or two

children to accompany a teacher on her break. Two of the

shifts, those that started at 7 r30 a.m. and 11:00 â.ffi. ,

rather than taking a lunch break away from the centre,

worked l-ess hours and ate with the children.

One of the staff duties was to organize a project

each morning for the children and it was set up as alr

optional activity. The director firmly believed that
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" children have a right to their opinions - we give them

choices. " This was apparent in the observati-ons of

centre c. If a teacher suggested going downstairs to

play and not all- of the chifdren wanted to 8o, the

director said "that's fine. We have lots of staff, so

they ean stay uPstairs. " 7

simílar to centres A and B, all of the children were

expected to terminate their activitíes and participate in

lunch and naptimes accordi-ng to the schedule. These were

two activities regulated by the cl-ock in Centre C. The

school children had an hour break and their lunch needed

to be served at that time. To make funch time l-ess chaotic

for the centre, they had schedul-ed two l-unch shifts. The

younger chi-fdren, who stayed at the centre al-l day, ate

first, àt II:JO a.m. This was so that most of them would

be finished and playing in other areas when the school

chitdren returned. The firsÈ group was not hurrj-ed out

of the room when the others arrived and could stay and

eat with them also.

Unl-ike in Centres A and B, the children did not

wait for the group to begin or end their lunches. Indi-

vidually, they started, finished and moved on to their

next activity. The children continued playing after lunch

?. The ratio of teachers to children did not differ
significantly from Centres A and B, where the problems
of not enough staff was often stressed. The ratios were:
Centre A, 1;8, Centre B, Iz6 and Centre C, Iz6,
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which was contrary to the routine in the other two

centres. There, naptime d.irectly fol]owed lunch. When

questioned about this, the director responded with, "The

kids usually aren't tired right after ]unch and they need

some tíme to digest their food. They know they can go to

lie dovrn anytime, if they want to. "

once again, the children are divided into two groups

during naptime; the sleepers and the resters. The two and

three year olds with a few fours make up the first group

and the remaining fours and fives make up the seeond. The

sleepers nap from L2z3O p.m. to approximately 2z)o p.m. or

whenever they wake up. The resters lie down for an hour'

from 2zoo p.m. to l:oo p.m., with a few children falling

asleep and remaining downstairs until they awaken.

Time and the Institution of the Dailv Routine

The centre opens at 7.30 a.m. Some children are

involved in free play on the main fl-oor, while others

eat their breakfasts, which they have brought from home.

The staff may also eat breakfast with the children at

this time. Free play continues until- Bz45 a.m., when

the older children and one staff leave the centre to wal-k

to school. Often at this time the remaining children and

teachers w111 nove to the-dinipg room to engage in acti-

vities there. But when the groups seem equally divided

between the two rooms, they will- remain in different

rooms. The teacher, who has walked the chil-dren to

school- and a fourth teacher enter the centre at p:00 a.m.
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Activity begins to spread out to the kitchen, main and

second floors of the centre.

At approximately 9r45 a.m. a snack is made avail-able

in the dining room. A teacher announces "snack time" to

the children by going to the different rooms. It stays

out until every chil-d has had a chance to eat and the

teachers at this time tend to foll-ow the responses of the

children. If the children in their areas move to the

dining room, they will also. Activity spreads out again

as ehil-dren finish eating their snacks. At about this

time, the teacher responsible for bathroom duty, asks

individual chil-dren if they need to go and also changes

the diapers of others.

At 1O:lO a.m,, a teacher and a group of chil-dren go

outside, while the others remain in the centre to play

or finish eating. By IO:45 a.m. they are all outside and

the entíre group l-eaves the eentre together to play in

the park across the street. Whenever going to the park

is mentioned, the children all seem to eagerly leave their
activities and assemble in the yard.

At 11:OO a.m., one teacher and a few children return

from the park to make lunch and about twenty minutes

later al-l of the children are assembl-ed at the gate,

directed to hold a long rope and walk back to the centre

to eat. As they enter the house the children are directed

to the bathroom, where a teacher supervises wash-up.

Vegetables and dip have been plaeed on the tables and as
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the children sit, they can begin eating. Qften chil-dren

will- be eating vegetables, while walking around deciding

where to sit. Unlike Centres A and B, there aTe no ritual-s

for this time. Lunch is serïed' or the children Serve

themselves while the teachers either sit at the tables

or hel-p pass food around.

upon finishing eating, the children take theír dishes

into the kitchen. They then may bring puzzles' crayons

or other small toys to the tabl-es. As more children finish'

they either brlng somethi-ng to the table ' remain talking

or move to the living room to play. A teacher waits until

most of the chi-ldren have finished before taking a group

downstairs to the basement to play. By this time, the

older children, who have been met at school by one staff'

are returning Sporadically to the centre for lunch. They

are directed to wash, before taking their lunches from

the kitchen and sitting down to eat. When they finish

eating they move on to other areas of the centre.

At LZ:)O p.m. the teachers start rounding up the

"sleepers" who nap in the two upstairs bedrooms. Approx-

imately sixteen children atong with two staff sleep at

this time. At L2z5o p.m. the school- children are off

again and ten ehildren are left in the front yard or

in the centre at this time. Often they will go across

the street to the park for an hour before returning to

the centre to rest.

The younger children, who usually start waking up
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at 2z)O p.m. wait for the teacher before going downstairs.

The others remain asleep and individually go down when

they awaken. At 3z3O p.m., one staff makes sure that

all- of the children are awake, folds blankets and helps

child.ren get dressed, go to the bathroom and go down-

stairs for their snack.

A snack, which has been put into individual bowls

whil-e the children were sleeping, is available for them

when they awaken. They carL either eat it at this time

or save it for later. The schoof children begin to arrive

back at the centre at 3145 p.m. and they also have the

option of eating their snack then, or later. Free play

contínues in all areas of the centre and often the front

yard until- apptoximately 5:OO p.m' At this time, all

activity often moves to the main floor rooms until the

children are Picked uP to go home.

Transition Times: Child Initiated
Transitions were mainly individually determined, with

children choosing their activities and continuing as long

as they wished. There were approximately four group transi-

tions on a typical day. They consumed from 12-16% of

the time on the days obserwed.

The di-rector believed that chil-dren should not be

forced into activities that did not interest them at the

time. The staff, though' were responsible for providing

activities and suggesting alternatives to children through-
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out the day. They were to take their cues from the

children's interests.

Because the children usually initiated their own

transitions, "We have avoided the confusion that can take

place at these timesr" the director commented. She added

that when a group was leaving the centre to go to the

líbrary or on a field trip, it could get à "bit hectic

because of atl_ the excitement to be going somewhere. "

A major transition that concerned the director was

for the children who had to terminate their activities at

the day care centre and go to school. She felt that it

was important to give them lots of time to get ready. As

she explained:

We try and give them advance warnings for school
time
just say "school- time", they'11 make mo-re of a
iuss. Ít seems a tong time for them, five minutes
They do make a big fus-s if they're not given
enough time.

wilfOne anecdote, describing the

fol-l-ow to provi-de an account

in this centre. It begins at

twenty-one chifdren and three

two rooms on the main floor.

transition to school,

of the use of advance

B:30 a.m. when there

teachers divided into

warnr-ngs

are

the

At this time a teacher announces, "If any
school chil-dren want to have their snack, have
it soon. " Some children go get their snacks
from their lockers and continue with their
activities whil-e eating in the dining room.

The children in the front living room are
listening to a stereo, with a group of six
standing on a stage imitating a rock band routine.
At B:40 4.m., the same teacher walks to both rooms
and announces, "Five mj-nutes you guys and then it's
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time for school." To the group in the living
room she asks, "Do you want to hear one more
song before you go to school?"

The name of a song ís Yelled out, the
teacher puts it on and the children go back
to their- routine. At Bzl+5 4.m., the song is
over. The teacher turns the stereo off and
announces, "School kids, time to get ready
for school." A group of chil-dren leave the
room, Bet their jackets and stand around the
l-ocker area and hallway. Some go outside to
wait in the front yard.

Four school chrldren are eating their
snacks in the dining room. "Come on J, get
your coat, " the teacher calls to one child
âs she puts her ovrn coat on. "We're going
nowr" she adds to another.

They all go outside together, the teacher
looks around, counts, then walks back into the
centre checking to see that no one was left
behind before leaving.

Unlike in Centre A, where no time was given to

this centre provided

prepare

warningschildren for transitions,
much in advance of the change.

Yes, There's Time

Even though naptimes were most often regulated by

the clock for the early group, the second group seemed

to have more of a say in determining their naptime. 0n

one occasion a group of eleven children and two teachers

came back from the park at 2:00 p.m., the usual- time

for their afternoon naps. The Scene continues aS follows:

One teacher says to the groupr"We're going
to get a drink of water, then go to bed. Is
everybody ready?" One child mentions that he
wants his snack and the teacher asks the rest
of the group, "Does anyone else want to have a
snack before we have a naP?!'

The answer is "yes" and they sit at the
tables in the dining room where some children
colour, and some look at books and magazines
while eating their snacks. After fifteen minutes
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of sitting, eating and talking, the teacher
announces; "0.K., five more minutes and then
we go to bed and we'l-l read a story," - She
stañds up and starts cleaning thg f-ood-off of
the tabl-es, while talking to individual chil--
dren, "V, can you help T put the l-etters away?"
To the children who were colouring, "Put your
names on your pictures when you're finished.''

Whilê one teacher and child remain upstairs
to finish a picture, ât 2z2O the rest of the
group go downstairs. Once on their mats, all
ãctiîiiy is restricted and the teacher waits
for the group to be quiet before beginning
the story.

Even though naptime was usually regulated by the

cl-ock, the children's wants were considered and in this

instance it was they who determined the change in routine.

Unlike the children in Centre B who were rushed to finish

their masks, the teacher here went along with the group'

giving them another twenty minutes to eat and play before

going downstairs to nap.

'r'tie teachers played a part in determing the transitíons

also, In the mornitg, after the school children had gone'

there were often only a few children l-eft in the living

room. A larger group and one teacher were in the dining

room. Even though these child.ren ín the living room may

be involved in their actívities, a teacher must direct

them to the other room, where two of them are needed.

A technique that was noticed to occur in this centre, to

encourage the children to move on if necessary was to

emphasize something positive aboqt the change. A teacher

was heard saylng, "WhY don't we do that puzzle that you

like?" , or 'f Let' s go make j el1o . " rhis contrasted with
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Centre A where the teachers abnrptly announced a change.

F\-rture Emphasis

An emphasis on the future as being "bigger and

better" seemed to occur at napti-rne in this centre. The

chil-dren who went to Sleep early were often referred to

as the "babies" and some of them were looking forward

to the day when they could stay up later with the "big

kids." Comments such as, *Irm a big kid, can I stay üP?",

or "When f go to kindergarten I don't have to sleep with

the babiesr" were often heard lamented by children at

naptime.

When examining the orientation to time, Centre C's

scheduling procedures, transitions and general tempo

were noticeably different from the observations of

the other two settings, Centre A and Centre B.

CENTRE D

This day care provider felt that it was important

not to give children specific time limits for activities

and this belief was reflected in the relaxed tempo ob-

served in her home. Her reasons were explained when she

stated:

I don't feel we have to make everything a specified
time because the kids ' once they get into something
might want to do it for an hour or two. And if
you're just going to do ít for half an hour, they're
not really enjoying themselves. They feel, "I want
to stif1 do some more. " So I just let them do their
own thing.
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There was no formal schedule set down in this setting.

The children participated in both group and individual

activities which seemed to be determined by the child-

ren themsel-ves rather than the clock.

The provider, being the only adult supervising, was

not abl-e to take her breaks away from the children. As

she commented:

The only time I take a break
front step with a cup of tea
That to me is my break. And
come up to me and play ba1l.
casual.

is when I sit on the
and they're playing.
then they like to
I like to keep it

Time and the Institutíon of the Deilv Routine

A typical day in this family day care home begins

at B:OO a.m. , when two children, a brother and sister,

arrive. They watch television and play with the provider's

daughter until she l-eaves for school. The other two

children usually arrive at this time. If they are all

there by Ç:00 a.m., they will go downstairs with the

provider to play with the rnaterials and equipment there.

Otherwise, they wil-l stay upstairs and read stories,

l-isten to music or watch television whil-e they are

waiting. The provider may do some household chores at

this time also, often with the children helping her.

At approxi-mately 9z3O a.m. a snack is served.and the

provider and the four children sit at the kitchen table

to eat. Upon finishing she suggests activities or asks

the children what they want to do next. They decide as
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a group and usually start off doing the same activity.

It may be an activity at the table, such as play dough

or paintíng or it may be records and musical instruments

ín the living room.

When one child does not want to contínue with the

activity, he/she can do something else. But they atl

must stay in the same room at this time, especially if

they are involved in messy crafts.

Outdoor play in the front yard and the attached park

fol-lows. A sand box and cfimber, bicycles, balls and

ropes are all provided for outdoor play. The provider

usually sits on the steps to watch, play ball with one

of the chifdren or tafks to neighbours who come to visit.

The chitdren often play with other children in the park

at this time also.

At l-1:00 a.m. they all come in from outside; the chil--

dren watch television in the living room and the provider

prepares lunch in the kitchen. fhere is much walking

back and forth between the two rooms during this time. At

11:10 a.m., when the program has ended, the chj-ldren are

directed to the bathroom and then to the kitchen to eat.

Lunch is a very relaxed, slow activity and often they

sít here for over a half an hour. As they finish eating

the chifdren either stay at the table talking, Play with

toys in the living room, watch television or help the

províder clean up.

At I2z)O p.m. the ol-dest child goes downstairs to
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put the cots down and a few minutes later the provider

and the other three a1I go downstairs for a nap. She

will- either nap with the children or do househol-d chores

aI this time.

The first child is usually up by 2zI5 p.m. and she

stays downstairs playing until- the others have awakened.

They fold their bl-ankets and together walk upstairs to

tal-k to the day care provider. She helps the younger

two in the bathroom at this time. A snack has been pre-

pared and once again the group assembl-es at the kitchen

table.

Weather permitting, they go outside again after theír

snack. Tf not, they stay in and play with toys, read

books or watch tel-evision. The daughter is home from

school by 4:OO o'cl-ock and she spends this time inter-

acting with the children and her mother. They may go for

wal-ks, play games, do puzzles, watch tel-evision or listen

to her records until they are picked up to go home.

Transition Times

On a typical day there were four group transitions

which consumed from 7-t6% of the daily program time.

Transitions in this centre were not usually regulated

by the clock. They were more often determined by the needs

of the provider and/or the children. If she had time to

prepare the lunch in the morning and the children seemed

busy outside, they would not come in for lunch until
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l-2:OO noon. The cue for lunch on those days was not

determined by the television as it often was.

When asked how the decision to change activities

was made, the day care provider responded with:

Wel1, usually you can te1l. If the children are
kind of standing around and not really getting
involved, they're starting to get bored. It's
best to switch. And if I feel that they're
really not interested, we'11 just end it. I"1l
read them a story. They're alvrays interested
in stories and you just have to decide what
you're going to do.

Transitions were also determined by individual

foll-ows:chil-dren. One anecdote describing this

One morning, during a music activity, the
record ends and. the provider asks the children,
"Are you ready to go outside?"

J, the five year o1d replies, "One more
skipping song." Another record is put on and
the child.ren hop up and down to the music. The
record ends. "Are you ready to go now J, C,
J?", the provid.er asks. They nod their heads
and the group goes outside.

Advance warnings were usually given to the children

to prepare them for coming inside from outdoor play. The

provider would ea}l out to them, "Five more minutes and

then we're going inside. " 0n some occasions she calIed

to them to come to the door and once they were there,

asked them individually if they were ready to go in.

Similar to the tactics observed in Centre C, she stressed

somethi-ng exciting to encourage the children to come in.

"We're going to have hamburgers todayr" or Why don't you

help me set the table?" were statements often heard being

used.
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Unlike in the other three centres, lunch was not

regulated by the cl_ock. However, in this centre, tel-e-

vision influenced this time. The children often watched

Sesame Street and lunch would be served when it ended.

But this was not consistently observed. The children

were sometimes call-ed to lunch while the program was still-

on and at other times the program was not watched at all.

Similar to Centre C, the children were not expected

to wait for the group to start or finish their lunches.

They could leave the table individually when they had

finished and move on to the living room to play.

An emphasis on the future as being "bigger and better"

was not apparent in centre D. unlike the other three

settings, the chil-dren were never grouped by â8e, which

may have accounted for this difference.

Time was not an important element in centre D. These

children spent their days in a relaxed home atmosphere,

free from the demands of the clock.

LUNCH TRANSITTONS AND ANALYSIS

Centre A

It is LIz20 a.m. and the children from the centre

are outside in the playground. Some of the groups ate

beginning to assemble at their doors and the sounds of

teachers' voices can be heard calling their rooms into

lunch. The head. teacher j-n Centre A begins walking
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towards the

Five, come

go. t'

room and calls out

on. P, come on. V,

The children leave what they are doing and congregate

at the door. A straggler is called, "Come on D, don't you

know it's lunch time?"

At the door the children take their shoes off and

empty any sand out before entering the room. A teacher

directs the activity, "Hurry up. You're going to be late

for lunch. Quick, quickr" and "Can't you do it faster"

are comments directed to the group.

Individually the children enter the room, wash up and

sit at the tables for lunch. There is movement and talking

as the twenty-three children assemble. At 11:10 à.n, t

after all are seated, the teachers begin to control- the

scene. "Hands down everyone. Where are your whisper

voices. You're not going to get served ti1 you're quiet."

A teacher shouts out in a loud voice, "Everyone, quiet.

You were talking so loud, l1o one heard me. No l-unch til

it's quiet, "

The teachers single out the children who are talking

or moving about in their chairs, "M, be quiet. J,L, be

quiet," To the group one adds, "Where should your hands

be? "

At LLt35 a.m. al-l- is quiet and a teacher begins

passing out the food. A chil-d who touches his fork is

spotted, "Hey, hey, hey, hands down. "

along

H, R,

the sâV, "Room

let's go. Let's
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Movement and talking are apparent again as the

children wait for the signal to begin eating. A

teacher steps in, "What happened to our whisper voices?"

Another adds, "Sh. Shush guys." "0h Room Five, do we

always have to be so l-oud. All hands should be under

the table. " "Quiet| "

The room is still once agarn and the teacher whispers,

"Oh is it ever nice and quiet." It is now 11:lB â.ffi.,

and the children are given the signal to begin, "Eat up

guys. "

At 11:48 a.m., when the first two children finish,

they are directed to the bathroom and on to the next

activity - naptime.

At the teacher's signal, the children irnmediately

terminated their activities and assernbled at the door.

There was no advance warning given and no reference to

the next activity as the head teacher walked through the

playground, catling to both the group and to individuals

to "come orì." and "Iet's go." One child, who was slow to

reaeh the door was verbaIly hurried along and indirectly

tol-d of the next activity as the teacher call-ed to him

firmly, saying, "Come on D, don't you know it's lunch

time?" The pace was fast and frenzied as children were

hurried into the room, to the bathroom and to their seats.

At the tables the el-ements of synchronization, sequence

and rate of action were of the essence. The teachers'
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comments were directed to a few individuals but mostly
I

to the group as order and control was maintained.

Rigid group synchronization was expected as the children

waited for al-I to be seated, quiet and still- before the

signal to begin eating was given. The teachers had insti-

tuted a sequencing pattern of wash, sit, hands under the

table, quiet, listen and wait for the signal. The chil-dren

must conform to this pattern at this time.

Approximately ten minutes later, àt 11:48 a.m. , the

first children had finished their l-unches. A teacher was

then positioned at the bathroom door and the next activity

began. The names of those who had finished were called

to the bathroom and then sent to their mats to lie down.

The others were often rushed through their meal-s and on

to the next activity to keep up with the pace set by the

faster eaters.

Centre B

The group is in the playground when the cook calls out

the window at ILz25 4.m., "Lunch is ready." A teacher'

upon hearing this repeats for all to hear, "Lunch is ready,

lunch is ready."

1. A frequency count of the teachers' comments using
Prescott and Jones' (I972) coding system yielded B guidance
and 17 restrictive statements during this transition.
Eighteen statements oceurred during the B minute wait at
the table. Sixteen statements limited movement and talking
and 4 statements hurried the chifdren a1ong.
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The chil-dren continue playing and the signal is
repeated, "Lunch is ready. Let's get ready, Bo inside

and wash up for l-unch." One teacher situates herself

at the door while two others round up the children.

To the group on the climber, a teacher says, "I'm going,

aren't you hungry?rr tr0ome on in for l-unch. Come on in
for l-unchr wê'11 go outside again later."

Chi1dren begin leaving the playground and individually
or in small groups enter the centre. One child is lifted
out of the sandbox and walked to the gate by a teacher.

Upon entering the room, the ehildren are directed to the

bathroom before sitting at the tables. At 11:10 â.fl.,
after a few are seated, one teacher reads a story while

waiting for the entire group to assembl-e. She announces,

I'Ir11 read a story while we're waiting for the other kids.

Let's listen. "

The children are quiet for a few seconds and as more

take their places, talking begins. A teacher steps in,

"Let's listen to a story. A, listen to my story." She

reads on and one child, who gets up from his seat, is
silently directed to sit do*1, again.

By l-1:þ1 a.m. all of the children are seated and

the teacher stops reading. She says to a group of ehil-
dren, "Sit on your bums please." Each teacher passes

food around at their tables and the children begin eating

as soon as they are served. At 11:58 4,m., seventeen

minutes later, some chil-dren are finished and are directed
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to waít for the rest of the group at the table before

getting up.

Unlike in Centre A, the activity in this centre did

not stop on the first announcements made by the teachers.

The next activity was announced both to the group and to

individuals eight times before the children started to

leave the playground. The children may have been more

attentive to their activities or may not respond to

authority as quickly as was observed in Centre A. Refer-

ence to the next activity was mentíoned as the teachers

announced, "f,unch is ready" and a promise to go back

outside again l-ater was given to a group who did not want

to go in at this time

The sequence of events duri-ng this transition was

prescribed by the teachers as they told children to wash,

sit and listen to the story while waiting to begin lunch.

At the tabfes they had to wait for the entire group to

assemble and the teacher provided an activity to fill the

time. Once all were seated, there was no further wait as

in Centre A with its strict enforcement of group synchro-
/̂

nization. The children began eating as soon as they had

been served.

After approxi-rnately seventeen minutes, some chil-dren

2. Nine guidance and 3 restrictive statements were
reeorded at this tirne. Four statements limited movement
and talking and no statements stressed the pace of the
transition.
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had finished eating. Unlike in Centre A, where the

fast eaters set the pace, the pace in Centre B was set

by the slower eaters. The children were directed to

stay in their seats and wait for the rest of the group

before moving on to the next activity.

Centre C

Eighteen children and two teachers are at the park

and at ILzL5 a.m. a third teacher comes from the centre

to announce that lunch is ready. She walks to groups

on the climber, on the swi-ngs and in the sandbox. "Lunch

is ready. It's lunch time." One teacher and a group of

children run to the gate and wait for the rest to assemble.

The other two teachers go to individual- children to

announce l-unch. "Lunch time, let's go. Do you want

French toast?" To a child on a swing a teacher asks,

"R, lunch tine, are you ready for lunch? I'll- give you

one more push. "

At IIz2I a.m. they are al-l- at the gate. Some of the

children are walking along the edge of a flower bed, some

are running up and down a small hill and the others are

standing with the teachers. "0.K. let's start. Let's
go before we lose everybody." They al-l- hold onto a rope

as they walk back through the park and across the street

to the centre. At the street, they stop and a teacher

says, "Who's looking for cars?"

They walk across the street into the yard and the
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rope is dropped. It is IIz25 a.m. as they enter the

centre, wash up and sit at the tabl-es for l-unch. Vege-

tabl-es and dip have been placed on the tables and the

children begin eating anytime. The teachers place

individual- bowls on the tabl-es and the children each

take one for themselves, or are served by a teacher.

Thirteen minutes later, when the first child has

finished his lunch, he takes his bowl- ínto the kitchen.

He then returns to the dining room, takes a puzzle. from

the shel-f and sits back dovrn at the tabl-e.

Contrary to the individual- child initiated activities

observed during most of the day, group synchrontzation

was imposed at lunch time. The children had to terminate

their activities at the request of the teacher and go

back to the centre for lunch. A chil-d was gi-ven one more

push, children engaged ín self-initiated activiti-es while

waiting at the gate and the mention of the l-unch menu

differentiated the management techniques observed in this

centre from Centres A and B.

The sequence of events at this time was wash up and

eat. Some children took vegetables and dip before finding

themselves a seat. The lunch was brought into the room

and the children took their own or waited to be served

by a teacher. Unl-ike the more forrnal funch procedure

and rituals observed j-n Centres A and B, this time in

Centre C was simílar to a casual- lunch that one would be
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involved in in their ovrn home. They began eating

anytime, without waiting for the group, âs in Centre

B or a signal from the teacher, âs in Centre A.

Unf ike j-n Centres A and B, where the pace was de-

tennined by either the fast or sl-ow eaters, in this
centre, the pace was individually determined. Upon

finishing l-unch, children eíther stayed at the tables,

began a new activity in the same room or moved to the

front room to play. Those who ate sl-ower coul-d stay at

the tabl-e and continue eating, even after the school- chil--

dren had arrived. There was no rush to move on to the

next activity.

Centre D

At 11:00 a.m. the four children and day care provider

come into the house from outside. The children watch

television while the provider prepares their lunch. The

televisi-on is orrr but it is not the central focus as the

chil-dren play with other things and tal-k to each other

at this time. There is movement back and forth as the

provider comes into the living room or a child goes into

the kitchen. At 1L255 a.m. the provi-der comes in from

3. All of the f management statements recorded during
this transition were guidance comments. They occurred at
the park to encourage the termination of activities. No
restrictive commentsr ilo comments limiting movement and
talking and no comments emphasizing the pace were recorded
during the transj-tion from outdoor play to lunch.
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the kitchen, sits on the couch and says, "Pretty soon

your hamburgers will be ready. Do you want cheese on

them?" The children answer and at 12:00 noon, âs the

program ends, she stands and says, "0.K., l-et's go wash

hands for l-unch. "

They all go into the bathroom together and the

provider helps them wash up before going into the kitchen

for lunch. "Let's go sit at the tabler" she says as

they enter the kitchen. By LZIO3 p.m. they are seated

with theír lunches in front of them and eating begins.

Lunch time is very slow and rel-axed and the first child

does not leave the table until- 12225 p.n.

The provider: tal-ked about lunch, while the televj-sion

program was still ort, to prepare the children for the

next activity. The menu was menti-oned and they waited

until the program was over before leaving the room.

Lunch was served and they started anytime, without waiting

for the group or a signal from the provider to begin.

The sequence of events was wash, sit and eat. 0n1y

two guidance statements were heard in directing the group

at this t j-me. The pace was relaxed and unhurried with

the children all finishing at different times and either

staying at the table to tal-k or going into the living

room to pfay.
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SUMMARY

This chapter has described the four day care settings

by combining the information from the written transcripts

with the tape recorded teacher interviews. The outline

of the transition period from outdoor play to lunch was

to provide additional data with which to examine the pro-

cess of cultural learning. The management techniques used

by the adults were quantified in order to compare the

di-fferent ways authority was expressed in the settings.

The data revealed Centre A using by far the most

restríctive statements (68%) during this transition time.

Sixteen percent of the total- statements hurried the chil-
dren along and 64% limited movement tttq talking. This

transition in Centre B yielded 25% restrictive statements.

Statements limiting movement and talking were 33% of the

total and no get moving statements were recorded.

In both Centres C and D there were no restri-ctive

statements, get moving statements or statements limiting
movement and talking recorded during the transition period

outlined. 0n1y guidance statements were used by the adults

in these two centres. The authority of the teachers was

much less apparent in these two settings than in both

Centre A and Centre B.



CHAPTER FIVE

INTERPRETATIONS

Introduction

The amount of control we have over the temporal

order of our l-ives is híghly variabte (Moore , 1963)

and this was supported in the observations of the four

day care settings. Each centre yielded variations

based on the j-nteraction between the participants and

the temporal environment. The structure of the temporal

environment itself was reveal-ed to be a hidden curri-
culum as it enculturated the children to the components

of synchronization, sequence and rate of action. These

are three time elements existing in our society.

The outtine of the detail-ed lunch transitions in
each setting, along with the six days of observations

and the teacher j-nterviews provides a basis for anafyzing

the process of cultural learning. Firstly, the components

influencing the temporal envíronment wil-l be l-ooked at

by taking a cl-oser look at the teacher, the setting and

the children. Secondly, the three time elements, synchro-

nization, sequence and rate of action will be examined

as they occurred j-n each day care setting. Thirdly, a

number of other norms stemming from the observations of
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the temporal environments will be discussed as they

were presented in each of the four settings. These

are: 1) the authority of the teacher, 2) keeping

busy and 3) orientatj-on to tasks.

It is irnportant to note that these interpretations

apply to the temporal environments of the four settings

only. Even though they may be consistent with the rest

of the day's activities, it is not the intention of this

research to extend the interpretations to the entire
program in each of these settings.

Influences on the Tem"poral Environment

After examining the day-to-day occurrences in these

four day care settings, it became apparent that there

were many similarities and many di-fferences in relation
to the temporal environment. The day in each centre

was divided into numerous activity periods, either by

the chil-dren themselves, by the teachers or by the insti-
tution. Free pÌay and group activities for some, followed

by a snack, outdoor p1ay, bathroom routine, lunch, naptime

and free play once again was the arrangement of the day

in all four settings. But what the children were actually

experiencing during these activities and inbetween times

appeared quite different. By taking a closer look at the

teacher, the setting and the chj-l-dren, some of the influ-
ences on the structuring of the temporal environment may

become clearer.
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Tn Centre A, the head teacher, who has completed

numerous Early Childhood courses, has worked in this

day care centre for two years. She herself , was raj-sed

on a farm, where time did not matter as much as in the

city. Meals and activities in her home were unrelated

to clock time they centered around the work on the

farm. Even though during her childhood' the element of

time was not a concern, the head teacher feels that it

is a concern of hers now. She is always "on time" when

going places and considers others irresponsibte for their

tardiness. This concern was evidenced in the day care

program as the children were encouraged to be "on time"

to each activity.

The demands of the instituti-on, the lack of space

and the 1ow teacher/child ratio influenced the head

teacher in organizing a structured program for the

twenty-five, three to four year olds in her room. She

referred to hersel-f as an employee who was obligated

to meet certain standards set up by the administration.

Even though she believed that children develop at their

own rates and that they should be allowed to choose

actívities and continue as long as they wished, these

beliefs were not evj-denced in the structuring of the

temporal environment in Centre A. With more staff in

the room, a larger space to work in and more autonomy,

the head teacher commented that she woul-d set up a more
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flexible schedule.

Learning to share, line üP, adjust to group acti-

vities and listen to the teacher were l-essons to be

needed for l-ater school- years and shoul-d be taught in

the day care. This bel-ief was one that the head teacher

agreed with and emphasized in the program. The temporal

environment was infl-uenced by this belief .

The head teacher fett constricted by time in the

program and perhaps this influenced the hurried pace

and rush to get things done that was noticed in observing

this centre. There was a daily program to folfow and

she feft compelled to complete it each day and then start

over again on the following day.

The head teacher worked for an institution that

took the school as its model as it segregated the chifdren

by age, rêfered to the groups by their room numbers,

provided tíme periods for activities to occur and put

authority in the hands of the teacher. Just as she was

ruled by the institution, the children were under its

power also.

The dj-rector in Centre B has also completed courses

in Early Childhood Education and has been the director

of this centre for three years. She was raised in the

city by parents who "wouldn't let things get too out of

handr" and she seemed to have carried this over to her

role as a day care worker.
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A certain amount of leeway ín time was given to

the children before she felt it was necessary to step

in and take control. She avoided a "drop in" snack

where children could eat when hungry rather than at a

set time, because it could get out of control-' She

encouraged all of the children to join the otganized

group activities also for the reason of control. She

also commented that allowing the chil-dren to choose

their ow.n activities rather than join group times was

"hard on the staff. "

This maintenance of control and order aS a function

of the daily schedule was emphasj-zed in both centres A

and B. This, combined with a low teacher/child ratio

and inadequate space influenced the structuring of the

temporal environment, according to these teachers.

The director in Centre B befieved that the population

served (a high Native population) in this centre needed

direction in order for "productive" learnj-ng to occur.

The responsibility of the day care was to give them basic

skil-Is and concepts that they may not get in their ovm

homes. To do this, the director felt that structured

group activities at speci-fied times of the day would

provide these teachable experiences for the children.

Unlike the head teaeher in Centre A, who felt

responsible to the institution, the director in Centre

B felt responsible to the children and the staff and
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organized the schedule to meet their needs.

The director in Centre C has worked in this day

care for eight years and has been the director for the

past three. Similar to the head teacher in Centre A

and the director in Centre B, she has also taken numerous

courses in Early Chil-dhood Education.

With seven brothers and one sister, growing up in

the city, the director commented that she had a very

relaxed upbringing where the element of time was not a

great concern, She added that "we didn't even have to

go to school if we didn't want to. " Her parents felt

that their children could make their own decisions, and

most often they did choose to go to schoof. This concern

for chil-dren's rights to make choices was very apparent

in the structuring of the temporal environment in Centre

C. At most times the children initiated and terminated

their activities without adult direction or control.

This director felt that children learned about time

by getting i-nto their owrl routines. They did not have

to be scheduled or regulated by the clock. This was

contrary to the bel-iefs of the head teacher and the

director in Centres A and B. They both felt that a

planned daily schedule was important in teaching the

children about time. In Centre A, time actually became

a subject of study as the teacher led a daily lesson on

the days of the week and the calendar.
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Unlike in the other two centres, this director did

not feel constricted by time in the daily program. The

children were not pressed to end an activity or rushed

to move on to the next. She believed that chil-dren are

learning all of the time and do not need to be directed

into teacher led group activities during their years in

day care.. Preparation for l-ater school years was not

the responsibility of the day care, according to the

ciirector in Centre C. She emphasized her goal as pro-

viding the children with a home away from home. She

felt that they usually had enough staff and more than

enough space to provide the children with experiences

símilar to a family environment.

The family day care provider in Centre D did not

see her responsibility as being a job when she stated,
rrlrm lucky, I don't have to work." She felt that she

was raising these children as if they were her own and

did not emulate the school in the structuring of their

day.

She was brought up out of the city area, in trailer

parks, where she felt she had more freedom than children

being brought up in the city. She remembered being very

unhappy in school about "having the time to do a certain

thing in half an hour and given only that time to do it."

This day care provider did not want to put the same

pressures on the chíldren in her care. This was refl-ected
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in the temporal environment. She felt that the children

were learning about time in their own homes and in her

home with times for snack and lunch. She did not feel-

that it was necessary to schedule their activities in

order to teach them about time.

The day eare provi-der in Centre D did not feel

constricted by time and by cari-ng for only four chil-dren

in her ow"n home she was able to provide a relaxed, uh-

hurried child rearing environment.

All of these teachers agreed with the belief that

children have individual rates of development, day care

shoufd cater to these, and that children learn best by

choosing their own actívities and continuing as long as

they wish. But through the observations it was found that

these beliefs were not congruent with the structuring of

the temporal envj-ronment in al-l four of the settings.

In both Centres A and B the temporal environment was not

consistent with these child reari-ng beliefs.

In Centre A the demands of the institution, the

teaeh.er/child ratio and the amount of space in the setting

influenced the temporal- environment. The head teacher

believed that it was beyond her control to make any

changes. In Centre B, the director also felt that the

teacher/chilci ratio and amount of space along with the

population enrol-l-ed i-nfluenced the stnrcturing of the

temporal environment. These factors seemed to overpower
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some of their professed child rearing beliefs.

In Centre C and D, however, the child rearing

bel-iefs of the director and day care provider were more

consistent with the structuring of the temporal environ-

ment. It is important to note that the director in Centre

C was able to carry out her beliefs without being influ-

enced by the teacher/ chil-d ratio and amount of space,

which was not unlike both Centres A and B. But in these

two centres the head teacher and director both believed

that these factors prevented them fro¡n structuríng a

more fl-exible temporal environment.

Prescott Q978) fras suggested that even though

people's beliefs may be child oriented and flexible,

once a large group of children are put together in a

setting, there is a tendency to adopt the school as its

model. According to other researchers (Dreeben, I)68i

LeOompte , I97B) one of the f\-rnctions of school- is for

the maintenance of control- and order. Both the head

teacher in Centre A and the director in Centre B

commented on the need for control in their centres.

Perhaps this bel-ief overpowered their other more child

oriented beliefs. The temporal environment in these

two centres appeared to be infl-uenced by the school more

than the chil-d reari-ng beliefs professed by these two

teachers.
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S¡¡nchroni zat:-on. Seouence, Rate: School vs. Familv

As in the school-, office or factory the chil-dren

in Centre A were being regulated by the cl-ock. They

were learning to conform to the schedule as group

synchronizati-on¡ àfl imposed sequencing pattern and a

fast rate of actj-on were emphasized. These time elements

were evident in many of the activities observed through-

out the day in Centre A. At story time, circle time,

ín the gym and at naptime there was very little l-atitude

or fl-exibility in time given to individual children.

They were all- expected to terminate their activities'

assembl-e with the group and wait quiet and still- for

the teacher to give the signal. The children were not

given the choice of ending an activity or not, or of

joining an activity or not.

Group synchronizatj-on was of the essence. Fr¡rmier

(L965) extend.ed Erikson's Q97r) thesis on child devel-

opment when he argued that " chj-f dren have to learn to

make choices and they must learn by doing it" (Frymier,

1965, p. Lg6). Todd and Heffernan (I9?7) added that the

best programs in meeting the needs of early childhood

allow the chitdren to choose their own acti-vities and

to continue as long as they wish. The temporal environ-

ment in Centre A did not emphasize these early childhood

needs.

Synchronizati-on, sequence and rate of action were
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al-so emphasized in the temporal environment in Centre B.

Moore (t963) suggested that the differentiation between

work and non-work begins in the school with the demands

of the temporal environment. An activi-ty became work for

chifdren when they had to give up their own desires.

This workday routine was stressed as children had to

give up their own desires at the teachers' requests and

at the demands of the schedule in both Centre A and Centre

B. Even though there was more flexibility in time given

to indivídual-s in Centre B's program, nevertheless the

chil-dren had to terminate their activities, join the group

and move on to the next scheduled event.

In both Centres A and B there was an imposed sequence

of events during transition times that the chil-dren were

expected to fol-low. Wash, sit, wait, listen, eat, wait

was the pattern of events to be foll-owed at lunch time

in both of these centres. The pace of transitions al-so

had prescribed time limits in these two settings. The

faster children often set the pace in Çentre A, while

the sfower chi-ldren in Centre B often set the pace for

the rest of the group.

Gurvitch (t964) discussed the divergency between

the slow moving time of the family grouping and the

erratic time of the school and bureaucratic organizations.

Centre A and Centre B, with their segmented time periods,

time limíts on activities and prescribed rates of action

seemed to be dominated by the time of these organizations
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more so than family time.

Unlike the temporal environment of the bureaucratic

work world, where group s¡mchronization' sequence and

rate of action are emphasi-zed, the individual child's

time dominated in Centre C. The structure of the temporal

environment centered around the natural rhythms of each

child for most of the program observed throughout

the day.

The needs of school and the work worl-d were not

as evident in this centre as in Centres A and B. As

in the family environment, the chil-dren's time was of

"long dur:ation" (Gurvitch, L964), less erratic and l-ess

segmented than time in the global society. Task orien-

tation rather than time scheduling was the temporal

ordering of this eentre.

Moore Q963) writes that there are l-ess clock driven

occupations than bureaucratic employees. Artists, writers,

executives, salespeoPfe, physicians, smalI farmers and

other setf employed persons may be less time disciplined.

They have some control over the temporal order of their
lives (Moore , 1963; Thompson, f967), The temporal envi-

ronment in Centre C emphasized this less time disciplined

worfd.,

Time was not apparent during the transitions in Centre

D. Activities were accomplished and the day passed with

very little emphasis on synchronization, sequence or

rate of action. The day revol-ved around the chj-ldren's
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play, the tel-evision and the provider's household chores

rather than a scheduled timetable of activities. Unlike

i-n Centres A and B, the chil-dren i-n Centre D were not

learning about time in the bureaucratic society. Hart

Q971+) suggested that school-s function to make chil-dren

better members of the global soci-ety and not better mem-

bers of their families. The temporal environment in
Centre D did not appear to functj-on in this way. Contrary

to the temporal envi-ronment in the school, the children

in this family day care home were not being regulated by

the clock or schedules; their time refl-ected a family

groupíng.

Moore (t963) differentiated between time in the work

world and time in the social world in North Ameri-can

society. Meetings of social groups and parties allow for
variatj-ons in punctuality and usually people are not pena-

lized for not attending. This is not the case in the

school or work world where time is of the essence. In

Centre D and Centre C the temporal environments seemed to

reflect the time generally associated with social groups

or family groupings whereas in Centres A and B it reflected
the time of the school and work world.

The ehildren in al-l four settings were being

encul-turated to different concepts of time and different
aspects of North American socíety. In Centres A and B

the temporal environments emphasized group synchronization,
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an imposed sequence of events and a prescribed rate of

aetion. Here, the culture of the school- and work world

as outlined in the literature was being transmitted.

In Centres C and D, where the child's sense of time

dominated and group synchronization, sequence and rate

of action were less emphasS-zed, the culture of the

family and sociaf groupings was' being transmitted.

These two worlds, the family and the school-, differ in
their orientations to tirne.

The Authority of the Teacher

In all four settings the chil-dren were learning

about authority through the structuring of the temporal-

environment. In Centre A the authority of the teacher

dominated during the transition times observed. As they

spelled out rules and expectations, restrictions and

reprimands, the teachers' authority was emphasized.

Order and control- was maintained through the schedule

as the chil-dren were told when to end, when to begin

and what activity to engage in next. The use of syn-

chronj-zation, sequence and rate of action, as they were

strictly enforced by the teachers disregarded the indivi-
dual child in this program. Minuchin Q977 ) suggested

that chil-dren l-earn about their ovrn self worth in any

kind of classroom. If they are ridiculed, i-gnored or

frequently scolded the chil-dren may be learning to

withhol-d trust. According to this author, this will
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also lower a chil-d's sel-f esteem. These management

techniques were used frequently during the transitions

recorded in Centre A.

The authority of the teachers was not as dominant

in the structuring of the temporal environment in Centre

B. It was in the hands of the teachers as they told

children when to change acti-vities, what occurred next

and how much time they had to get invol-ved. But they

were more often guided to the next activity, without

the firm enforcement of timits that was observed in
Centre A.

Both the head teacher in Centre A and the director

in Centre B commented that the temporal environment needed

to be structured into segmented time periods, with no

choices given to the children, so that order and control

could be maintained in their centres. The children in
these two centres were learning about the authority of

the teacher through the structuring of the temporal

environment.

In Centre C the authority of the teachers was much

more subtle than was observed in either Centre A or

Centre B. The children were guided to activities, if
they were required, but most often they were left to

make their own choices. The structure of the temporal

environment in Centre C emphasi-zed the needs of early

childhood rather than the authority of the teacher.
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The literature on early childhood stresses that

chil-dren have certain needs to be met before they ean

begín the more formal training presented in school-s.

These have been defined as tnrst, a positive self
concept anri autonomy (Biber, 1969t 1977; Caldwe11, I97I;

I9?3; El-kind, 1981; Erikson, I9?t; Gesell & I1g, 1943t

Hymes, 1981; Robison, f977; Todd & Heffernan, I9?7).

The children in Centre C, at most times, chose their
own activities and followed their individual rates of

action with few restrictions from the teachers. They

were not made to wait for long periods of time for
groups to assemble or signals to be gi-ven; nor were they

hurried on to new activities for which they were not

ready for or interested in at the time. Trust, the

development of a positive self concept and autonomy

were emphasized through the temporal environment.

Similar to Centre C, the temporal environment in
Centre D emphasized the needs of early childhood as

outl-ined in the f iterature. Even though the day care

provider had the final sâV, there were no statements

of firm restrictions recorded during the observation

period. There was very little waiting and very few

l-ímits on movement and talking observed in this setting.

In Centres C and D the children were learning that their
owyÌ choices were important as the authority of the

teacher did not prevail.
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Braga and Braga Q973) in reviewi-ng the l-iterature

on early childhood education programs ' outlined several

characteristics important to the development of young

chil-dren. A fl-exible, child oriented program, where

the schedule of activities respected each chil-d's own

biological rhythms should be universal to all programs.

Thj-s was evident in the stmcture of the temporal

environments in Centres C and D more so than in the

other two settings.

Frymier (1965) described the different characteris-

tícs associated with democratic and authoritarian persons.

The former, value differences among people, have positive

concepts of themselves and others and have a sense of

independ.ence. On the other hand, authoritarian persons,

according to Frymier Q965 ) do not value differences '

may be unsure of themselves and often blame others for

mistakes. In Centre A, more so than in the other three

centres, the transition times were doninated by the

authority of the teachers. Perhaps these characteristics

of the authoritarían personality were being transmitted

to the chi-ldren in this centre.

Other writers (Lightfoot, 19?3; Mugge, L976; 0sborne,

I/BZ) have written about the potitical lessons children

learn in the classroom. In Centre A, where the authority

of the teacher dominated during much of the day, the

children were not receiving the messages conducive to

a democratic culture where "actíve, cri-tical, participant
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cítizenship is the goal" (Osborne , 1982, p. 11). In

Centre B, where the children were given some say in

detertnining the transitions, the teachers used guidance

statements more than restrictive statements. In Centres

C and D, where the children determined most of their

own transitions, very few restrictive statements were

recorded. The goals of a democracy were being trans-

mitted to the children in these centres more so than

ín Centre A.

Through the authority of the teachers, some chil-dren

in day care, in particul-ar Centre A and often in Centre

B, were being enculturated to group conformity, control

and orderl-iness. According to Margolin (fgZV ) these

are values of an urban industrialized society and re-

present the working classes. In Centres C and D, where

the authority of the teachers was less emphasized through

the temporal envj-ronment, these values of our urban

industrial soeiety were not as apparent.

Keeping Busy

With the division of the day into short activity
segments, twelve in Centre A and seven in Centre B, a

keep busy norm was being reinforced. In Centre C, the

activities were not scheduled into time periods as in

Centres A and B, but the abundance of equipment and

materials availabl-e for the chj-Idren's use also appeared

to present a busy day of activities. In Centre D, however,
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there was much less of an emphasis on keeping busy.

The chil-dren spent their day in a family home which

was not set up into activity centres as were the other

day care centre settings. More time was spent eating

l-unch and snacks, watching television and just sittíng
than was observed in Centres A, B and C.

The children in the day care settings were learning

to relate to time from the sequencing of events through-

out the day. This was emphasized in the ínterviews,

when the teachers commented that the children were

learning about time through either the schedule or

their owyì. routines. Hall (Ì959 ) suggested that we,

in North American society, use time as a chain that l-inks

events together. The past and f\rture are combined with

the present. When the chil-dren were told "we do this

and then this and then our moms come" as was outlined

by the direetor ín Centre B, they were learni-ng about

this chain of events. According to the analysis of

Kluckhohn and Strodbeck (1961) tir:-s presentation of

time in our society represents the dominant middl-e

cfass "doing activíty" with a future time emphasis.

Thís orientation to time ís not held by all groups in
North American society.

The literature suggests that different cul-tural

groups and different socioeconomi-c groups may represent

variant temporal orientations to this dominant value
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(Gould.ner & Gouldner, 1963; HalI , A959; Kluckhohn &

Strodbeck, 1961). Centre B' which strongly emphasized

this keep busy, future emphasis time orientation served

a predominantly Native population. These children were

being presented with a temporal oríentation that may

have been contrary to their owrt culture and to what

they were experi-encing in their homes.

The efforts to provide activities during transition

times also reinforced the keep busy norm. According to

the literature ít also emphasized the needs of early

childhood. The psychological research sugests that long

periods of waiting may cause frustration in preschoof

age children (Miller & Karniol, f976; Mischel- & Baker,

f9?5; Mischel & Patterson, f976). This may result in
either nonaggressive or aggressi-ve responses ranging

from withdrawl to increased striving for the bl-ocked

goal object (Feshbach, I97O). Masters and Santrock

(tgZ6) found that the degree of effort four year o1d

children would devote to a boring activity, e.g. waiting,

was enhanced by distracting them. The young child needs

to be distracted to turn a waiting situation from one

of possible anxiety and frustration to a more copeable

one.

In Centre A the children were forced to wait quiet

and stiIl, doing nothing, for long periods of time (often

five to ten minutes) between activities. The transition

times in Centre B also took up a large part of the day
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but they were often filled by teacher led activities.

In Centre C, during their limited number of transitíons'

the children could fill the time with their own activities '

In Centre D, also with minimal- transition times, the

chil_dren were not expected to stand stil-l, quiet and

do nothing. only in centre A did transition times

disregard the psychological needs of preschool age

chil-dren.

In the three centre settings, with their emphasis

on constant activity, more so than in the family day

care home, the children were being enculturated to

the dominant middle class keep busy norn. Thonpson

Q96? ) aptly described this as our 'l desire to consume

time purposively. "

Orientation to Tasks

Through the structure of the temporal environment

in each day care setting, the chil-dren were learning

about task orientation. As in a school-, where activities

may be cut short by a bell, the children j-n centre A and

Centre B were often learning that the activity was

secondary to the schedule. Rist (7973) emphasized that

providing short actívity periods for children only ensures

that short attention spans remain that way and longer ones

decrease. It is not the time tabling, but the task

orientation of the program that helps develop a child's

attention span.
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Research in early childhood suggests that chil-d

oriented programs, where children choose the majority

of their activities and work at their own rate, encourage

more task persistence and independent behaviour than

programs which are mainty teacher directed (Fagot, 1973¡

Huston-Stein, êt àI, f977; Vliestra, 1980). In Centres

C and D with their emphasis on the chil-dren initiating
and terminating their own activities, the development

of task persistence and independence was being promoted

more so than in the other two centres. The tenporal

environment in each setting was contrj-buting to the

children' s task orientation.
In Centres A and B the programs were timetabled to

ensure that all of the children would be exposed to a

full- range of activitíes every day. The head teacher in
Centre A and the director in Centre B both felt that it
was not "good" for children to engage in only one or two

activities during a day. The director in Centre B eommen-

ted that if the children were not scheduled for acti-vities

they would want to spend all of their time either in the

gym or outside. She feft that it was the responsibility
of the day care to ensure that the chil-dren participated

in more "adademic activities." The movement of children

from one activity to the next in these two centres not

only emphasi-zed the keep busy norm but also our society's
preoccupation with change. Hall (l-959) contended
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that we attend to tasks in order to complete thern and

move on to something new. The anticipation of a change

to a future event, rather than the task at hand often

becomes the focus. As the children were often interrup-

ted in their activities to move on to something new,

they were being enculturated to this preoccupation

with change as descri-bed by Hall (f959). This was not

the case in Centres C and D where the children stayed

at activities for any length of time without being

interrupted.

In all four settings the children were learni-ng about

task orientation through the stmcture of the temporal

environment. In Centres A and B they were learning about

society's management core as the schedule tol-d them when

to begin and when to terrninate activities. Nonattention

to tasks and a preoccupation wj-th change were also

evident in these two programs. In Centres C and D,

where the children most often initiated and terminated

their own activities, they were learning more about task

persi-stence and j-ndependent behaviour then in the other

two centres.

Summary

There may be many different influencing factors on

the stmcturing of the temporal environment ir 3 day

care setting and this discussion has examined some of

these. The demands of the institution, the population
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enrolled, the amount of space in a setting and the

teacher/child ratio had some effect on the temporal

environment in a setting. The teachers' beliefs also

played a part in structuring the temporal envi-ronments

for the chil-dren in their eare.

Through the observations of the temporal environments

in four day care settings, a hidden curriculum was found

to exist. Synchronization, sequence and rate of action,

as they were observed in Centre A and Centre B were pre-

paring the children for participation in the school and

work worl-ds. fn Centres C and D, where these time elements

were not as restrictive, the children had more control

over the temporal order of their lives. They were being

encufturated to a less time disciplined world generally

associated with the family, social groupings and the

world of artists, writers and the sel-f employed.

In al-l of the settings the chil-dren weie learning

something about authority, keeping busy and task orienta-

tion through the structuring of the temporal envj-ronment.

These norms were presented dífferently in each setting.
Some emphasized the needs of early ehildhood and democracy,

as outlined in the l-iterature and some the needs of school,

the work world and soci-ety's management core.



CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to investigate tem-

poral environments in day care and the process of

cultural- learning. Four settings were seleeted which

differed on severa1 dimensions. They differed in
program forrnat (teacher initiated, child initiated),
numbers of children (large centre, family setting) and

population served (subsidized, nonsubsidized, Native,

Immigrant).

For many children, a day care setting is their first
encounter with numerous other children and adults in an

environment outside of their family home. They may

attend a large centre setting or a smal-ler family day

care home up to ten hours a day, five days a week. The

director, head teacher or provider, by acting as an

administrator of the children's environment, influences

theír development and learning. Much of this influence

may be unknown to the teacher and this is referred to as

the hidden curricul-um. Through this environment, inclu-
ding the hidden dimension, many aspects of our culture

are being transmítted to the chil-dren in day care. This

ínvestigation has examined some of these. The method of

ethnography, utitizing questionnaires, interviews and
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hand written observations was used to investigate the

cultural learning that was occurring through the tem-

poral environment.

It has been suggested that a teacher's beliefs,

whích may be reflected in the environment, affect the

learning which occurs in a setting. All four of the

teachers who were responsible for the children in the

day cares investigated agreed with the following state-

ments:

1) Children l-earn and develop at their own rate
in their own way and in their own time. Day
care should cater to these differences.

2) Children have theír own sense of time and will
learn best by choosing their ovrn activitíes and
continuing only so long as they wish.

But the structuring of the temporal environments in the

four settings did not always reflect these child rearing

beliefs. There appeared to be other inffuences and other

beliefs of the teachers which overpowered these professed

beliefs.
' In Centre A, the head teacher structured the temporal

environment with much more authority and inflexibility
than one would expect from the chil-d rearing beliefs

reflected ín the questionnaire. Some of the reasons for

these incongruencies, though, were revealed in the inter-
view. The head teacher felt that the demands of the insti-
tution, the inadequate amount of space and the l-ow teacher/

child ratio influenced the organí zing of a scheduled
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timetable of activities. With more autonomy, teachers

and space, the chif dren woul-d not have to be grouped

together in the same place at the same time for much

of the day. This head teacher al-so believed that there

were lessons to be taught in day care that would be

needed for l-ater school years. Her belief in the impor-

tance of learning to l-ine up and to partícipate in group

activities was reflected in the temporal environment

more so than her bel-ief in the individual- development of

each chil-d. The mai-ntenance of control- was also reveal-ed

to be an influenci-ng factor for the rigid scheduling of

aetivities in Centre A. Even though the head teacher's

child rearing beliefs emphasizing individual rates of

development were not refl-ected in the temporal environ-

ment, these other bel-iefs did appear to infl-uence it.

These, then, were transmj-tted to the children in her

care.

Some of the child rearing beliefs of the di-rector j-n

Centre B were also inconsistent with the observations of

the temporal environment. She al-so agreed that day care

shoufd cater to individual rates and styles of devel-opment

but found this hard to mai-ntaj-n in her centre. The teacher/

child ratio, amount of space and maintenance of control-

were other factors preventing this director from organi-

zing a more flexible schedule. The director believed

that the population enrolled in Centre B needed a schedule
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of activities with adul-t direction i-n order for "pro-

ductive" l-earning to occur. She wanted them to learn

basic skílIs and. concepts that they rnay not get in their

own homes. The scheduling of activities was to ensure

that the children were exposed to all of the preplanned

activities offered daily by the centre. These beliefs

seemed to overpower her other professed child rearing

beliefs and were reflected in the structuring of the

temporal environment.

In both Centres C and D the child rearing beliefs

emphasized individual rates of development and individual

initiation and termination of activities. Unlike in the

other two centres observed, these beliefs were consistent

with the observed interactions between the children and

the temporal environment. There were no set time limits

on activities and very l-ittle ernphasis on the teaching

of lessons to be needed for later school- years. Neither

of these teachers felt that there were external factors

preventing them from following their own child rearing

beliefs. The ehil.d's sense of time was an important

aspect of both of these settings. As Cass emphasizedt

Chilciren must live in the "now" of theír child-
hood - not hurried on to a new stage before they
are ready. Time should be the child's time for
all too soon life's cl-ock catches up with him.
(Cass, 1975, p. 63)

The temporal envíronments observed in Centres C and D

are aptly described by these words.
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By exami-ning the beliefs of these four adults

through questionnaires and ínterviews it was found

that some of their bel-iefs were reflected in the obser-

vations of the temporal environment more So than others.

This was especially evident in Centres A and B where

the individual child developmental beliefs were over-

powered by the teachers' belíefs in the irnportance of

teaching l-essons, the maintenance of control- and the

believed influences from external forces.

Once the child rearing bel-iefs of the teachers and

the observations of the temporal environment were examined,

the process of cultural learning that was occurring in

each day care setting was analyzed.

The time elements of synchronization' sequence and

rate of action are more restrictive boundaries in bureau-

cratic organizations such as offices and factories than

in daily family lífe. The resul-ts of the ethnography

showed that these time elements were al-so restrictive in

Centres A and B. Centre A being the 1arge, corporate

centre with a predominant middle income population and

Centre B, a non-profit centre with a high Native and

subsidized population. These time elements were not as

restrictive in Centre C, a non-profit high immigrant and

partially subsidized population or Centre D, the famíIy

day care home, also enrolling a partially subsidized

populatíon.
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A hidden curriculum was revealed through the

observations of the temporal environment in each of

the four settings. The children in Centres A and B

were being prepared for secular functions in an urban

industrialized society (See1ey, et ãI, fg5e) where

synchronization, sequence and rate of action are of

the essence. According to these authors, and others,

this is the goal of educatj-on in North American society.

By examining the temporal environments in these two

centres, this also appeared to be its function. Neither

the head teaeher in Centre A nor the director in Centre

B seemed to be fully aware of this cultural learrring

that was occurri-ng ín their centres

In Centres C and D, the chil-dren, through the tem-

poral environment, were being prepared for a less time

discíplined world generally associated with the family,

social groupings, artists, writers and other self em-

ployed persons. The director and provider in these two

settings were able to fulfil-l- their chifd reari-ng bel-iefs
j-n emulating a family environment in their centres.

Through the process of cultural learning the chifdren

in care were al-so being affected by the teachers' beliefs.
The recognitíon of individual- differences, making choices

and independent behaviour were being transmitted to the

children in Centres C and D.

Other messages were transmitted to the children in
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day care through the temporal environment. They were

learning about the authority of the teacher, about

keeping busy and about task orientation. In Centre A

and often in Centre B these norms al-so emphasi-zed those

existing in the school and work world. Listen to the

teacher, keep busy, follow the schedul-e and often non-

attendance to tasks were the messages being transmi-tted

to the children in these two centres. Make choices, foJ-low

natural rhythms, independent behavj-our and attend to tasks

were the messages most often transmitted to the chil-dren

in Centres C and D. The needs of early childhood, as

outlined in the literature, were emphasized through the

temporal environments in these two centres.

The results of this ethnography have shown the

similaritj-es and differences in day care settings operated

by four adults who subscribed to simi-lar child rearing

beliefs. Through detai-led observations of the temporal

environments j-n each of the settings, inconsistencies

between beliefs and actual practices were made apparent.

The method of observing within the natural setting of

the day care offers much to the researcher who wants to

examine the process of cultural- learning. In Centres A

and B this process was preparing the children in care for
participation in the school and work worl-d. Hewever, in
Centres C and D the needs of early childhood and prepara-

tion'for a less time disciplined wor1d, generally associ-
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ated with the family, social- groupings, artists, writers

and other self empl-oyed persons was emphasized.

It is important for researchers in child care to

observe the day-to-day occurrences within a setting to

examine the processes of influence. This should contri-
bute toward a better understanding of the professed child

rearing beliefs and the actual- experiences that are

being provided for the children. Discrepancies that are

revealed can be used to help caregivers redesign their
programs and provide experiences that will match their
beliefs and also positively affect chil-dren.

Since vast numbers of children are spending their
days in day care centres, many lives will be influenced

by the settings that are provided for them. Investigations

within settings must be carrj-ed out to provide information

on what children are actually experiencing and what

experiences are most desireable in the rearing of chil-dren

in our society. This investigation has shown that the

teacher plays a significant role in detenning the cul-

tural learning that occurs in a setting. Therefore, along

with clarifying the goals for day care and the experiences

wanted for chil-dren, ít is important to include the

teachers in decísions which directly affect their programs

and the chifdren. The teacher should be actively in-
vol-ved in planning and assisting in research that would

help design appropriate day care programs. In this study,

the teacher who had the least involvement in the admini-
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stration of the program also seemed to have the most

ínconsistencies between beliefs and actual- practices.

Many of these confficts were being transmitted to the

children in her care.

This investigation has al-so brought out the discre-

pancies that may exist between cul-tural values being

perpetuated in the child's home and in the day care

settíng. Research is needed to examine the match between

children's home and day care environments and the impact

on their development. In Centre B, values which may be

inconsj-stent with the Native temporal orj-entation were

being transmitted to the Native population enrolled.

It is important for further research to examine the

effect this may have on the famil-ies involved and the

ímportance of consistency between the home and day care

settings in terms of cultural learning.

Some wríters (Thompson, 1967; Toffler, f9?4) have

suggested that as we enter the post industrial e?a, the

demands of our society are changing. Schools may need

to change their existing goals of preparing children

for participation in an urban industrial society - a

soeiety that may be past. Toffler (t974) writes that

"most schools base their teaching on the tacit notion

that tomorrow's worl-d will be basically familiar" (p. Ð.
This may be a false notion and Toffler befieves it more

important to teach chil-dren to be innovators rather than
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teaching them products of past innovations '

In the fíndings of this ethnography, two of the

day care settings were also perpetuating the goals of

the school through the temporal environment. By trans-

mitting the work norms of foll-ow the schedute, keep

busy and conform to authority, the val-ues of the indus-

trial society were being transmitted. The other two

centres, however, were transmitting more future orien-

ted vafues through the temporal environment. Decision

making, creativity and independent behaviour were the

values being transmitted here. Both Thompson Q967 ) and

Toffler Q97L+) have suggested that these will- be more

useful behavíours in our changing world.

One of the most important implica.tions stemming from

this study is the need for longitud.inal research in the

area of child rearing environments. I\-rrther research

is necessary to investigate the long term effects of

encul-turating very young children in day care to the

regulative norms of the school- and work world. What

consequences will this have on their development?

If group day care is to continue as a vj-abl-e option

for the rearing of young children in our society, it will
be necessary to define its purpose. Investigations such

as this one can be a starting point for further comparisons

of the day-to-day experiences being offered to chil-dren

in day care settings. It is hoped that this will help
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in the development of day care programs that wil}
maximize the development, care and education of all
the young children involved.
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APPENDIX A

Pl-ease indicate your feeli-ngs about each statement by

placing a check mark under the desired eol_umn.

A - Strongly Agree

B - Agree

C - No Strong Feeling

D - Disagree

E - Strongly Disagree

ABCDE
1. Children learn best by active
manipulation and exploration of
their environment without adul_t
i-ntervention.

2. One of the functions of Day
Care is to train chil-dren for
future school experíences.

l+ . The adult' s role in Day Care
is to guide and support pfay
rather than direct learning
content and social behaviour.

3. Children l-earn and develop
at their ovwr rate, in their
own way and in their own time.
Day Care should cater to these
differences.

5. A child wil-l not learn toparticipate in group experi-
ences unless directed by an
adult to join.

6. One role of Day Care is to
help children develop skills
i-n order that they may get
along in the world as it is
today.
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7 . Children have their ovwr
sense of time and will learn
best by choosing their ownactivities and continuing
only so long as they wísh.

B. Lining up, using indoor
voíces and participating in
group activities are social_
skil-ls to be needed in l-ater
school years and should be
taught in Day Care.

9. Children wíIl be un-
productive and exhibit
asocial behaviours unless
under the direction and
watchful- eye of an adul_t.

t0. Cbildren pass through
simil-ar stages of deveÍI
opment and this development
progresses at the same rate
for all children.
11. It is best to rear
children so that they will
grow up to question our world
and discover new ways to re-place the o1d.

12. Adults in Day Care should
consider "mothering" (hugging,
holding, showing affection)
one of their most i_mportant
roles.

13. Children may have their
own needs and wants but itis ímportant that they learnto obey all rrrles in the Day
Care as what they l_earn nowwill- stick for the rest oftheir lives.

ABCDE
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APPENDIX B

TEACHER ]NTERVIEW

0rsaní zatíon of Prosram

1. Do you feel a schedule is important?

2. How have you worked out the schedule?

3. What is the rational_e behind the timetable, themes
and preplanning?

4, How does "time" i-nfluence the schedule?

5. Do y9u feel influenced. by other institutions eg. school,famíly, work p1ace, in developing the schedul_eã

6. How does the organization of staff shifts and breaksaffect the schedule?

7. Do you sge the use of time and scheduling in your
centre simílar to that in the family?

B. Sometimes children do not want to join the group.
They want to be al-one or continue playing at an activity.
How fl-exible do you think a program should be to meet
these differences?

Transition Ti-mes

1. How do you decide to move from one activity to the nextin your centre?

2. Do you feel ehildren are.l-earning about time throughthe schedule and transition times?

3. How do you feel- about transítion times in your centre?

4, 4"" they an important part of your program? Do you planfor them as you would other activitiesi
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Background Inforrnation

1. Can you tel-l me something about your own child
rearing?

2, Was time an important element?

3, Do you feel constricted by time in the day care
setting or in your own l-ife?

4. What do you hope children wil-l get out of their
experience in day care?

5, What do you see as your most irnportant job in
worki-ng with chil-dren in a day care setting?




